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SECTION I

SUMM(ARY

Presented herein is a description of the work performed during the first
ten wnaths (ending 30 April, 19T2) of a 36 month effort under Contract
F33615-71-C-1874. -1he investigat-on is directed at: determining the feasibility
of using holographic interferometry in manufacturing or maintenance environments;
establishing strain analysis techniques for aircraft and large aircraft
compoents; and establishing pulsed holographic interferometric techniques for
the detection of cracks in actual or simulated aerospace hardware, The program
has been organized into seven major areas, and the main body of the present
report is divided into four sections, representing those areas in which work
was performed during the reporting period.

Section III - Physical Environment Effects
Section IV - Surface Finish Effects
Section V - Maximum Strain and Strain Patterns
Section VI - NDT, Composite Compressor Blades

Section III reviews the problem areas to be considered in conducting
holographic studies in likely application environments, and describes the
experimental investigations, performed to date, concerned with the effects of
ambient illumination, vibration, and suspended aerosols. In addition, the
specifications for the UARL-developed pulsed ruby laser system being utilized
in the program are presented together with a description of some system develop,
ment tests conducted in the Fatigue Test Laboratory at Sikorsky Aircraft to
gain operating experience in an actual manufacturing type of environment. Study
of the deleterious effects of extraneous lighting demonstrated that levels up to
200 foot-candles (reflected to the holographic plate) could easily be tolerated.
Further, it was shown that while the reference to object beam intensity ratio
shouMd be greater than unity, there is considerable latitude in this number, with 4,
ratios between 2:1 and 30:1 producing comparable results. Similarly, it is not
necessary to precisely match the two pulse intensities when constructing double"
pulse interferometric holograzm. The Fatigue Test Laboratory work demonstrated
that high vibrational fields, at frequencies up to 1 KHz, should not adversely
affect the holographic construction process.

It was concluded from the study of surface finish effects, reported in
Section IV, that interferometric holography can be usefully employed on well
polished surfaces (roughness of approximately 4 •i in.) and that the degree of
surface roughness up to 1000 v in. does not significantly aiffect fringe location.

-1 --



However, the scattered radiation intensity from very smooth surfaces is highly

peaked in the specular direction which may set an upper limit on the area

coverage. Therefore, the specular point should be centered on the surface area

of interest in order to obtain the maximum recorded area. In some associated

studies it was found that holographic interferometric quality is independent of

the type of object beam expander element (diffuser plate or simple lens) and

that retro-reflecting surface preparations may afford an enormous increase in

allowable area coverage for a given laser system.

A detailed mathematical description of the required theory, along with a

review of the extensive experimental investigations performed on both a simulated
airframe skin and a cylindrical surface to study the pertinent parameters associat-

ed with holographically visualizing strain patterns and areas of maximum strain
concentrations on large structures are the subjects of Section V. The theoretical
work established that holographic interferometry is a viable technique for

performing such studies with minimal restrictions placed on the experimental
setup; the illumination source and holographic plate should be located adjacent

to each other at a distance greater than one meter from the object, and the

viewing angle limited to ±450 to the surface normal. The experimental measurements
reported support the theoretical conclusions by showing that good correlation

exists between the principal strain fields on thin structures as sampled by

conventional strain gages, and as determined by means of holographic inter-
ferometry. In addition, a theoretical and experimental study of the effects of

surface geometry and rigid body motion on the interferometric fringe data
reduction procedures indicated that they will not affect the determination of
high strain areas or relative strain magnitudes.

Finally, laboratory investigations of holographic nondestructive testing

procedures as applied to composite compressor blades are described in Section VI.

The results of this work indicate that the use of ultrasonic stressing, combined
with interferometric holographic readout may offer one of the most inclusive

test methods for the detection and characterization of bond defects in composite
material components. In general, it appears that this approach can define the

area of delamination, determine which surface it is nearer to, has the potential
to determine the degree of disbonding, and is applicable to complex surface
geometries. It is applicable to the inspection of large areas in a single test;

and the low frequency range (up to a few hundred kilohertz) employed relative
to the mo.fhertz operating frequencies of more conventional ultrasonic NDT methods
facilitates transducer coupling and minimizes the effects of grain scattering,

acoustic attenuation and surface roughness on resolution capability. The
experimental work reported includes a demonstration of pulsed laser time-average

holographic interferometry, illustrating one potential method for implementing

HNDI in a production or maintenance type of environment.

I2



Before proceeding to a more detailed discussion of the areas su -arized
above, an introductory section has been included vhich very briefly reviews the
motivation for the current investigations, discusses the holographic process in
brief general terms along with a description of interferometric holography (the
technique of interest to the present work), and presents the program organization.

Included as Appendices A and B to the present report are: first v an abstract
of a paper presented to the §pring 1972 Meeting of the Optical Soclety of America
and entitled "Strain Analysis of T-arge Airframe Structures*; and second ,- a paper
entitled "Object Motion Compensation by Speckle Reference Beam HolographyO waich
recently appeared in Applied 0ptics. Te former item reported work performed
under the current contract, whereas the latter item was part of UARLts Corporate
sponsored research program; it is most aprepos to the present contract wirk,
however, since it offers a viable technique for applying the continuous wave
laser holographic process in a practical enviroument, and as such, serves to
complement the use of pulsed laser holographl techniques in such a situation.

3
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SECTION II

The ever-increasing complexity and sophistication of aerospace structures

and components, together with the demand for lighter, stronger and more reliable

materials, inherently requires a more detailed knowledge of any design deficiencies

or flaws which may be present. New mufactu processes and fabrication

techniques to realize such structures pose two potentially dangerous problem:

the nature of the flaws which might be encountered in production or develop In

service are not well understood and critical fli identification is becoming more

difficult. Consequently, application of conventional NDI methods to these

problems must be re-examino4 to determine their suitability; and new tests must

be developed and demonstrated. Holography is one such tool that has recently

become available and well established. Therefore, the present program was

undertaken to explore the feasibility of using this technique when seeking
solutions to the inspection of advanced aircraft and aerospace hardware.

HOLOGRAPHIC RECORDING AND THE TECHNIQUES OF HOLOGRAPHIC FETONETRY

With the advent of the laser, the science of holography, as first developed
by Gabor (Ref. 1), has enjoyed an active revival. Advances in holography have
been especially rapid since Leith and Upatnieks (Ref. 21 developed the reflected

light holographic technique. Rather than reviewing the mathematical theory in

detail, suffice it to say that holography provides a method of storing three-

dimensional information on a two-dimensional recording plane for subsequent

viewing of the object in its original three-dimensional form. This radically

different concept in photographic optics does not require the use of lenses or

other image forming devices; instead, an intensity pattern is recorded which is

related to both the amplitude and phase of light waves diffracted around, or

reflected from, an object using a one-beam (Gabor) or two-beam (Leith and
Upatnieks) interferometric process. The recorded pattern, called a hologram,

bears little or no resemblance to the original object, but nevertheless contains

all the information about the object that would be contained in an ordinary
photograph plus the additional information about the phase which is required for

visualization of the third dimension. The creation of an intelligible image from

the hologram is known as the reconstruction process. In this process, the

hologram is illuminated with monochromatic, coherent light; the hologram diffracts

this light into waves, which are essentially indistinguishable from the original

waves which had been diffracted around, or reflected from, the object and which

will produce all the optical phenomena that characterized the original waves.



Of psrticu2ar interest to the present contract is the method of inter-

f tric holography (Ref. 3), a technique hereby minute surface deformations
(on the order of microinches) Induced by vvrious stressing methods, can be
detected by compering each point on the surface with itself before and after
stressing. These surface deformations can then be examined In the holographic
reconstruction process as a means of interpreting the components' structural
integrity.

in applying interferoneiLrL hologrnqh, r hologrma is constructed in a manner
sinilar to conventional holography except that two exposures and, hence, two
bologram of the test object, are uade on the same photogra c plate, the
surface of the test object being altered between the two exposures. Upon xreconw
struction, the two reconstructed Images will Interfere with each other and produce
a set of bright and dark Interference fringes (in the reconstructed image) which
represent contours of equal displacemet along the viewing axis. Each successive
friage represents a displacement of opproxtutely one-half the wavelength of the
illvainating source used in the construction process, or in the case of a Be-Ne
laser (6328 X), aprximmael y 12 microinches of surface displac . The surface
of the test object can be modified between the too exposures in several ways
which include: internal pressurization, mechanical force, thermal heating, and
acoustic vibration. The method employed would depend upon the component itself,
the type of aefect, and the accessibility of the cwponent (i.e., whether te
component can be tested by itself or as part of a complex system). Holograic
nondestructive inspection (HIDI) is potentially applicable to any proWem wherein
applicatiorn of a force manifests itr-aif as a change in the surface shape of the
object in a vay which is indicative of the anomaly being sought.

Several variations of interferometric holograpy mya be used.

a. Static double-exposure ev (continuous wave laser outputl interfe-rometric
holograpby - in which two holographic recordings with the test piece in
two states of stress (e.g., before and after application of a static
stress), are made on the same film prior to photographic processing.

b. Dynamic tine-average cv interferometric holograph - in which a single
holographic recording is made of a test piece undergoing a cyclic
vibratory motion, with interference occurring between the ensemble of
images corresponding to the time-average positions of the test piece,
and with the positions near zero velocity contributing most strongly
to the holographic exposure.

c. Real-.time cv interfercmetric holography - in which a holograpnic recording
is made of the unstressed piece. The film is processed in place, and
upon reconstruction, the image, as vitrwed through the hologram, is formed
superimposed upon the actual test piece. Any subsequent stress-produced
fringe patterns can be observed as *thy appear in real-time.

-5 -



d. Dynamic double-exposure pulsed interfer etri holography - in which
two hologram are recorded sequentially before - rphic procz sing.
This last technique, which makes production floor holograpy a reality,
is appl" uble in both static and dynamic, whether cyclic or transient,
stress situations; and in optically hostile envicmnts where such
effects as vibration, ambient light, and particulate matter may be present.

PBOGBR A OUGANIZATfI

As diagrmed in Fig- ". the proran has been organized into seen major
areas which fall under two principal tasks: 1) a general study to develop
suitable techniques for performing pulsed hologrxtic interferometry tests in a
manufacturing or maintenance environment; and 2) investigations in three specific
problem areas. Both -f these tasks are planned in two phases: laboratory studies,
and actual maintenance environment studies. 7he bold faced boxes in the figure
correspond to the seven major areas of study.

As shown in Fig. 1, three of these areas are organized under Task I: 11
physical ev m t effects; 2) surface finish effects; and 3) develoiment of
the final techniques for an actual maintenance environment. The remaining four
are to be considered as part of Task 31: 1) maxima strain and strain patterns;
2) fatigue cracks; 3) iDT; and 4) correlation studies. The first three of these
last mentioned topics are the problems thenselves, for wb-ch varous holographic
solutions have been proposed and are to be stundied, while the fourth area calls
for correlating the holographic results with previously de•ermined, or known, flaw
loe tions and strain distributions. Presented in Fig. 2 is a program plan chart,
which corresponds to the organizatiornal diagram of Fig. 1, and ind.-cates the
scheduled dates for initiation and completion of the various items to be studied
under the program. As noted in Fig. 2, work has been initiated in five of the
major study areas: 1) physical environnent effects; 2) surface finish effects;
3) saxinum strain and strain patterns; 4) UDT-composite compressor blades; and
5) correlation studies. Items 1 through 4 are the topic headings for the
folloving sections of the present report, while the correlation studies are
revieroed within the ina-idusal sections to which they are appropriate.
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GrflAL SMUIES
PSYSICAL 257MMMT ffFBLS

Succeasful application of any holographic nondestructive Insp.ction (Owl)
procedure to aerospace problems i a practical evfEWt will require ovrcoming
the adverse effects of these environments as they relate to the reconstructed
image quality. The particulr eniroental characteristics which can affect
the holographic ime quality include vibration, ambient illumination, and abient
media perturbations (density variations and the presence of scattering objects).
These characteristics prohibit the use of long exposure methods. Randam
variations of the holographic paase fronts during the exposure time cased by
vibration of the optical components wvil degrade the image quality, the extent
of the degradation being dependent upon tne magnitude of the phase variations.
Fogging of the holographic plate due to abient illumination during the exposure
time v511 also degrade reconstructel object intensity or, if the extraneous
exposure is sufficient, wash out the imge completely. Consequently, the more
suitable approach for holography in a hostile environment is to utilize pulsed
lasers which have the capability of short exposure times, on the order of 20
nanoseconds, to overcome these debilitating enirormental characteristies. By
employing a portable system, which could be installed at existing test rigs,

Sfull scale components could be examined without -he need for disassembly of the
structure. The use of pulsed lasers in such problm areas minimizes the effects
of the environment and allows constrsction of good quality hologram. However,
the laser cavity itself is susceptilte to the ambient conditions (in particular
the vibration) which may detune the cavity from optimm conditions. In addition,
the simple t.mnsport of tbe laser 1may be sufficient to detune the cavity. There.-
fore, in order to avoid the unnecesrsary time required to retune the laser cavity,

a suitable laser p-akage must be available to the holographic system which would
miniuize laser a&.~ustnent, and allow the user to concern himself primarily with
the holographic aspects of EUDI.

Therefore, an experimental program was initiated to examine ayste parameters

vhich control the qualifty of interferometric holograms constructed under adverse
conditions (non-optical laboratory). In this regard, the program has been
conducted to: 1 - examnne laser operating characteristics to provide reliable
operation; 2 - conduct preliminary invastigations in a maintenance or test
environment (Fatigue Test Tlboratory at Sikorsky Aircraft was utilizedl and
thereby ascertain potential prohlem areas for further optical laboratory investi-
gatioris; !L.v. 3 - examine the governing paraveters with respect to holographic
image quality and develop limits of operaticn for the problem areas defined ir (21.

-9-



RFULM RUBY LASER SYSTUI

The pulsed ruby laser system developed at UARL for holographic studies hus
a coherence length of approximately 1.5 meters and a pulse duration of 20 nanosec.
As shown in Fig. 3, the system employs a 6 inch by 1/2 inch diameter, Czochralski
grown, ruby rod with Brewster angled end faces for the active medium. The laser
cavity consists of a dielectric-coated full reflector with a 10 meter radius of
curTature and a Fabry-Perot. etalon as a resonant reflector. Since the fluorescent
line width of the ruby is sufficiently broad to amplify many of the Fabry-Perot
modes of the laser cavity itself, the etalon is used to reduce the nuber of
oscillating zodes to one, thereby providing the long coherence length required
for holographic purposes. In addition to these components, a Pockels cell for
synchronized active Q-switching. and an aperture to control the transverse mode
structure are mounted internally to the laser cavity. (The Packels cell can be
replaced with a bleachable dye cell for passive Q-switching. I The Pockels cell
is driven by a Lasermetrics high voltage power supply capable of delivering two
negative yulses with pulse separations variable from 10 microseconds to 200
microseconds. The jitter in synchronizing to an external event is approximtely
0.2 Isec. Most of the experiments to date have been conducted with a pulse
separation of app.-oximtely 100 microseconds.

As indicated in the Introduction, laser cavity alignment is susceptible to
the effects of the environment, especially the vibratory aspects of the environ.
ment. These conditions could subject the laser cavity mirrors to risaligesent
way from optimum. This vould not only cause variations in mhe pulse-tovpulse
amplitude, but also cause variat"-ns in the transverse mode structure (i.e. a
non-uniform intenmity distribution normal to the direction of propsgationi.
Because of the very nature of the operation of pulsed lasers, the adjustment for
realigning tne laser to optimm conditions is time consaing. Therefore, to be
effective, the laser system should be free of susceptibility to environmental
characteristics. Furthermore, the possibility exists for misalignment due to
nandling d•uring transit from one facility to another. For most efficient operation,
this possibility should be minimized. Both conditions necessitate a rigid structure
for the laser system.

Based upon the above considerations, modifications vere made to the UARL
pulsed ruby laser system. This phase of the work, conducted under Corporate
sponsorship, was directed at providing a high degree of reliability and mobility
for the tests conducted at Sikorsky Aircraft. The modifications included: 11
more rugged component mounts to insure stability of their pos"Lion; and 2) a
rigid aluminum honeycomb base to provide a stable, distortion-free platform for
mounting of the laser components. In addition, a more powerful HeiNe laser (5 nm)
was mounted on the pulsed laser system package to provide a better alignment
beam for the holographic apparatus at the test site.

- 10 -
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Satisfactory and reliable operation of the laser system is only achieved
when the optical components which comprise the laser are in good condition.
Component damage due to high laser power densities within the cavity causes
deleterious effects with regard to available output energy and transverse mode
structure. These would seriously degrade holographic image qu' Ity as well as
limit the extent of the area to be examined. Particularly troublesome areas are
the dielectric full reflector and the Pockels cell windows. Both of these
components have suffered damage which has necessitated adjustments and replace.
merits. Further effort is planned in this area to determine the tolerable operating
limits for reliable operation.

Nevertheless, the new UARL laser system package, illustrated in Fig. 4,
provided quite satisfactory operation. In day-to-day work, laser retuning has
not been required except for minor variations in flashlamp pump voltage, or in
the timing of the Pockels cell delay.

PHYSICAL ENVIROIE4ENT EFFCTS

Experiments were conducted at the Fatigue Test Laboratory of Sikorsky
Aircraft and at UARL using the UARL pulsed ruby laser, to holographically examine
those environmental characteristics which control holographic image quality.
The purpose of the Sikorsky tests was twofold: 1) to study the effect of an
optically hostile physical environment on the holographic process; and 21 to
examine the surface deformation of composite rotor blades undergoing fatigue
testing. With regard to the first item, the objective was to explore and define
the specific characteristics of the environment which are critical and determine
their effect on the holographic process for subsequent study in controlled
laboratory conditions. The primary characteristics of the environment which could
affect the holographic process during this series of tests included ambient
illumination levels and ambient vibration levels. With regard to the ambient
illumination, the photographic density due to the presence of this illumination
could cause non-linear recording effects to predominate and thereby reduce image
quality. In the second case, if significant motion occurred during the holov.
graphic exposure time, then the phase information would be reduced, if not lost,
thereby resulting in a degradation of image quality.

Effects of Ambient Illumination

As indicated previously, high ambient light levels may preclude the
construction of a hologram due to undue or excessive fogging of the photographic
plate by the ambient illumination. That is, the d.c. component due to the non,.
coherent ambient radiation may saturate the plate so that the phase information
of the coherent holographic process (recorded as interference fringes) is not
recorded. The use of a pulsed laser to construct the hologram provides the means
to alleviate this problem since the photographic plate need only be exposed for a

S12 -
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3hort period of time to the ambient illumination. An interference filter tuned
to the output radiation can be used to reduce the spectral content of the ambient
radiation to further reduce the level of ambient radiation. In general, this is
not a satisfactory solution since the bandpass of the filter is dependent upon
the angle of incidence to the filter. This characteristic would limit a particular
filter to a particular configuration, i.e. limit the angular separation between
the reference and object beams. In addition, the interference filter can induce
polarization effects in the transmitted beams thereby altering the transmission
properties.

Since the use of an interference filter is not desired, a certain amount of
ambient light -will unnecessarily expose the photographic plate. This will also
introduce noise and reduce image contrast since the depth of modulation of the
holographic fringes in the recording will be diminished. A method for optimizing
the signal-to-noise ratio when reconstructing images from holograms constructed
in the presence of an incoherent source (e.g. ambient illumination) is described
in Ref. 4 and involves varying the relative intensities of the reference and
object beams dependent upon the ambient level.

The amount of ambient illumination which exposes the photographic plate can
be minimized by using a shutter immediately in front of the photographic plate
and timing the shutter opening to allow the two laser pulses to be recorded
during its opening. This solution is an effective one since the shutter need
only be open for the duration of the two laser pulses, including the pulse
separation time which is generally on the order of 100 microseconds. Large
aperture focal plane shutters are not available in this speed range, but with
suitable modifications shutter speeds of less than 1/10 second are possible, and
should provide for a reduction of the ambient exposure level sufficient to
construct holograms.

a. Fatigue Test Laboratory Experiments

As indicated above, the purpose of the Sikorsky tests was twofold: 1) to
study the effects of a working environment on the holographic process; and 2) to
examine the surface deformation of composite rotor blades undergoing fatigue
testing. A typical experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5. During this set of
experiments, a hand operated shutter was used. Nominally, 1 to 2 second exposure
times were used, but this could not be accurately controlled. A microswitch
was inst&Llled on the shutter actuating mechanism to fire the laser when the
'hutter wvs fully opened. Light metur readings obtained at the test installation
indicated an ambient light level of 18 foot-candles.

O)urig the initial phase of these tests, an interference filter was used
immediately adjacent to the photographic plate in order to limit the amount of
ambient illumination to a tolerable level because shutter durations shorter than
2 seconds were not available. Because of the shift in spectral bandpass with
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shrt period of time to the ambient illumination. An interference filter tuned
to the output radiation can be used to reduce the spectral content of the ambient
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am- tmr light will unnecessarily expose the photographic plate. This will also
Introduce noise and reduce image contrast since the depth of modulation of the

=• di-ogrphic fringes in the recording winl be diminished. A method for optimizing

the sigma-to-noise ratio when reconstructing images from holograms constructed
in the presence of an incoherent source (e.g. ambient illuinationi is described
in Ref. h and involves varying the relative intensities of the reference and
object beans dependent upon the ambient level.

The amount of ambient illumination which exposes the photographic plate can
be nininized by using a shutter imediately in front of the photographic plate
and timing the shut•!er opening to allow the two laser pulses to be recorded
during its opening. This solution is an effective one since the shutter need
only be open for the duration of the two laser pulses, including the pulse
separation time which is generally on the order of 100 microseconds. Large
aperture focal plane shutters are not available in this speed range, but with
suitable modifications shutter speeds of less than 1/10 second are possible, and
should provide for a reduction of the ambient exposure level sufficient to
construct holograms.

a. Fatigue Test Laboratory Experiments

As indicated above, the purpose of the Sikorsky tests was twofold: 1) to
stidy the effects of a working environment on the holographic process; and 2) to
examine the surface deformation of composite rotor blades undergoing fatigue
testing. A typical experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5. During this set of
experiments, a hand operated shutter was used. Nominally, 1 to 2 second exposure
times were used, but this could not be accurately controlled. A microswitch
was installed on the shutter actuating mechanism to fire the laser when the
shutter was fully opened. Light meter readings obtained at the test installation
indicated an ambient light 2evel of 18 foot-candles.

During the initial phase of these tests, an interference filter was used
i mediately adjacent to the photographic plate in order to limit the amount of
ambient illumination to a tolerable level because shutter durations shorter than
2 seconds were not available. Because of the shift in spectral bandpass with
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respect to the angle of incidence as mentioned earlier, the deviation of the bean
must be limited to less than 10 degrees from the normal. in general, because
of the constraints imposed upon the holographic process by the object (wiformly
illundnated and extended objects), a low spatial offset frequency (small angular
separation between the reference and object beams) cannot be used because of the
ensuing spectral orders which can overlap producing a noisy or defocused image
(Refs. 5 and 6). These effects are especially pronounced in the presence of
non-linear recording, i.e., when the combined average intensity of the reference
and object beams is not located in the center of the linear portion of the curve
representing the film's transmission versus exposure characteristics. In the
presence of ambient illumination this (non-linear recording) will be especially
true.

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate some typical results obtained from tests conducted
in the Fatigue Test Laboratory with a nominal one second exposure and without the
use of an interference filter. Figure 6 is a reconstruction of a hologram
constructed of an experimental composite blade test section undergoing dynamic
fatigue cycle testing. The ilexural amplitude was approximately 9 inches at a
frequency of 15 Hz. In this case, with the laser pulses 100 microseconds apart,
considerable displace&-,nt occurred between the two pulses resulting in the high
spatial frequency of the interference pattern, However, no anomall.es were observv.
ed in the fringe pattern. Figure 7 illustrates the results obtained from the
examination of an IRB (Improved Rotor Blade) blade section also undergoing
flexural fatigue t sting. Sections of the blede had been examined prior to the
holographic tests -. skin delamination, as identified using a coin tap, had
occurred in some areas. This area was examined holographically and is, as shown
in the figure, eas'Lly observed as a change in the background fringe pattern.
For this test (IRB blade section) an oscillator-amplifier laser configuration
was used in order to increase the total energy available for holographic recording.
A Korad pulsed ruby laser was set up, without the cavity mirrors, for use as the
amplifier. Approximately 0.3 joules were obtained in this operating mode; gain
with the 4" Korad amplifier was approximately 6.

b. Optical Laboratory Experiments

Experimental tests were conducted a-: UARL to examine, parametrically, the
effects of the superposition of the ruby laser illumination and the incoherent
ambient illumination. The objective was to determine suitable operating condi-
tions for constructing interferometric holograms in a manufacturing and main-
tenance environment. Figure 8 illustrates the experimental configuration used
for this study. As in a standard holographic configuration, the laser pulse was
split into two beams by a beamsplitter for subsequent direction to the holographic
plate via beam expander and plane mirror (reference beam) and a ground glass and
object (object beam). The beam intensity ratio (relative amount of energy in the
respective beams) was varied by the use of attenuation filters in each beam.

- 16 -
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FIGURE 6. RECONSTRUCTION OF COMPOSITE HELICOPTER BLADE
UNDERGOING FATIGUE CYCLING
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FIGURE 7. RECONSTRUCTION OF IRB BLADE SECTION UNDERGOING FATIGUE CYCLING
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which represents the normal light le'vel in the optical laboratory. It should be

reiterated that the light level is measured in the plane of the photographic
plate. Again no discernible difference is noted. Further comparison of Figs.

lla and b with Figs. lOa and b illustrates again that there is little significant

difference in image quality when varying the reference-to-object intensity ratio

from 10:1 to 2:1.

Typical results of tests conducted at higher levels of ambient illumination
(150 to 200 foot-candles) are illustrated in Fig. 12. Several observations can be
made by comparing these reconstructions. Comparing Fig. 12a with Fig. lOa (both
are single pulses with nearly the same reference-to-object beam intensity ratio;

9:1 for Fig. 12a and 10:1 for Fig. 10a), indicates that little, if any, resolu-

tion is lost when constructing holograms with large levels of ambient illi-ination.
The remaining photographs in Fig. 12 depict some of the typical results related

to the effects of ambient illumination upon the interferometric fringe contrast.
As indicated in the figure, the reference-to-object beam intensity ratios were
30:1, 9:1 and 2:1 for Figs. 12b, c, d respectively. Relative pulse amplitudes

(PI & P2 ) for these same figures were 1:8, 3:1 and 1:1 respectively. The fringe

contrast is comparable in the reconstructions although it may appear to be
slightly enhanced in Fig. 12b. As a result of the direct comparison of the
holograms, it is felt that this apparent difference is more a function of the

reconstruction exposure than it is of the construction parameters. (It should
be indicated at this point that the interference fringes are not observed on the
resolution chart since it was simply taped to the aluminum plate and, hence,

was suitably decoupled from the acoustic deformation induced in the plate.)

c. Conclusions

Based upon these results, it appears that good quality interferometric
holograms can be constructed in areas which contain high levels of ambient

illumination, without filtering, provided that the exposure time can be

controlled. For example, the tests conducted with 200 foot-candles measured at
the photographic plate indicate this to be the limit for a 75 millisec exposure.
However, extrapolation suggests that holographic exposures can be constructed

with the object in direct sunlight (average subject produces 600 footR.candles on
reflection) by reducing the exposure time to approximately 25 milliseconds.
This duration of exposure time is possible with the present shutter assembly by
reducing the length of the curtain opening. The results further indicate that
there is considerable latitude in the construction parameters within which the

quality of the reconstructed objects does not degrade. For example, it is
desirable to maintain the reference-to-object beam intensity ratio greater than
unity, but the results appear comparable for ratios which range from 30:1 to 2:1.

In addition, it is evident that in constructing double-pulse interferometric
holograms, it is not necessary that the two pulse amplitudes be precisely matched

to optimize the reconstructed fringe contrast.
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Effects of Vibration

The short pulse duration (approximately 20 nanosec) of the pulsed ruby laser
provides an exposure time which is short enough to eliminate the effects of all
mechanical vibration in the construction of a singly exposed hologram. However,
as discussed in Ref. 3 the application of double pulsed holographic interferometry
still requires stability of the position of the reflecting object (test piece)
and the optical components to prevent the formation of secondary fringes which
may obscure the desired results. If the relative motion is large, the fringe
spacing may be so small as to preclude their resolution and detection. Therefore,
the separation of the two pulses used to construct the interferometric hologram
must be short enough in time, so that between the two exposures the components
have remained essentially motionless, except of course for the deformation
introduced intentionally by the deformation generating mechanism.

Fatigue Test Laboratory test pieces studied (composite rotor blade sectionsl
were placed under flexural and torsional loads. Consequently, there were two
factors to be considered in the construction of interferometric holograms in this
particular facility. The first was the random motion of the optical components
relative to the test piece caused by ambient vibration, and the second was the
periodic motion of the test piece undergoing fatigue testing.

If considerable motion occurred between the holographic components, a set of
interference fringe-s would be produced (related to their relative line,.of-sight
displacement) which would not be related to the surface deformation of interest.
In the present case, pulse separations of 100 Usec were employed to construct
the interferometric holograms. Therefore, only those frequencies above approximate-
ly 1 KHz should affect the holographic construction apparatus, if they exist with
sufficient amplitude to cause relative displacements greater than 0.347 microns.
To test the ability of the laser and holographic apparatus to construct inter-
ferometric holograms in this environment, several holograms of a test object in
a static unloaded case were constructed, Shown in Fig. 13 is a representative
reconstruction of one of these holograms. No interference fringes are visible
indicating that vibrational motion above approximately 1 KHz did not have
sufficient amplitude to cause relative motion between any of the components during
the 100 psec pulse separation.

The results previously depicted in Figs. 6 and 7 further substantiate that
vibrational effects will not interfere with the constr-ction of interferometric
holograms in high vibration fields. In these cases the total optical path lengths
approached 60 feet which would have exaggerated the beam displacement if the
vibration level.s were too high. Vibration measurements using a Kistler Model
303B13 accelerometer were taken at various positions in the Fatigue Test Lab
which corroborated this conclusion. For example, with the accelerometer mounted
on the shakeframe, or on the optical table, the 1 KHz component was determined to
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have an amplitude of less than 2 x l10- micron. This would cause a displacement
of approximately 2 x 10-5 microns between the two laser pulses which should be
insufficient to cause degradation in the holographic image. Vibration tests were
also made with two 100,000 pound test machines, which are located in the laboratory,
in operation. The displacements calculated were approximately 1,100 microns

directly on the machine shake frame and approximately 33p on the optical table at
the resonant driving frequency for the machines of 15 Hz. At 1 KHz the displace.
ments were calculated to be 0.25 microns directly on the shakeframe and approx-
imately 7.5 x 10-3 microns on the optical table or floor.

The results obtained in the Fatigue Test Laboratory indicate that holograms
could be constructed in such an environment with pulse separations as long as
100 microseconds. For this case, the displacements which occur at 1 KHz were
not large enough to cause image degradation. The displacements at 1 KHz would
have to approach approximately 0.04 microns before subsidiary fringes related to
optical component shift would be detected.

With regard to motion of the object itself due to the stressing mechanism,
the composite blades are generally driven at 500 rpm. In the case of pure'
flexural motion, the maximum amplitude is approximately 3". Assuming a pulse
separation of 100 psec, the normal line-of-sight displacement would be approximatelyI 120 microns. During the individual 20 nanosecond pulse duration, the test object
would move approximately 0.02 microns and should not cause any particular

S• difficulty.

Assuming a maximum allowable motion of approximately 1/8 wavelength along the
optic axis in order to maintain a high holographic quality gives a displacement
of 0.087 microns during a 20 nanosecond exposure. This leads to a maximum
displacement velocity along the line of sight of approximately 430 cm/sec for
the object itself before image quality would degrade due to object motion.

Effects of Suspended Aerosols

Another important consideration in the utilizatior. of holographic techniques
in an industrial environment is the state of the atmosphere through which the
laser beams must propagate to construct the hologram. Of Warticular importance
are the presence of scatterers in the air such as dust, smoke, etc. An. obvious
solution to this problem is the encasement of the holographic recording system to

provide a uniform, non-scattering environment. Although this would not req*,re
as massive a structure as that required for vibration isolation, such a structure

would reduce the portability of the system and also reduce the versatility.

The size of the aerosol will determine the particular effect it may have
upon the holographic image quality. If the aerosol is less than 1 micron in
diameter, scattering of the transmitted radiation will predominate. The effect
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should be to reduce the total transmission of laser energy to the photographic

plate thereby possibly causing image degradation because of insufficient exposure.

On the other hand, if the aerosols are of sufficient size (larger than 1 micron

diameter) the particle will be resolved in the reconstruction, in addition to

causing a loss of transmitted energy. Upon reconstruction, therefore, the
particles will be seen causing an obstruction of the observed target.

In order to examine the effects of airborne aerosols upon the holographic
image quality, a chamber was fabricated to house the holographic optical
components and to contain the aerosols. Figure 14 illustrates the components and
the chamber. Aerosol distributions can be inserted and circulated to remove the
effects of settling by a small Muffin type fan at one end of the chamber. Since
the eventual use of holographic nondestructive inspection methods will require the
exposure of all the holographic components to the ambient atmosphere, it was felt
that these tests should be conducted in the same manner, i.e. to examine the
effects of aerosol concentrations in both the reference and object beams.

The American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists has established
a threshold limit value on particulate concentrations in industrial environments.
For example, an upper limit of 5 milligrams/cubic meter is given for the concen.
tration of oil vapors. These would generally be limited to particle sizes less
than I10 in diameter.

Preliminary investigations have been carried out to examine the effects of

small -<lP particles (smaller than typical oil droplet sizes of li0 upon
holographic image quality. These tests have incorporated the use of cigar smoke,
with a range of particle sizes approximating 0.01 to 1 microns. No quantitative
analysis has been conducted to date, but the results depicted in Fig. 15 are
illustrative of the effects of dense smoke on image quality. Even with smoke
concentrations far in excess of the threshold limit value for oil vapors, holov.
grams could be constructed, although there was a noticeable loss in both resolution
and contrast.

Figure 15b shows considerable image degradation in the resolution chart

although the fringes themselves are quite sharp. The standing wave character of
this fringe pattern is indicative of improper triggering of the driving transducer
in advance, so that the two laser pulses occurred with the plate vibrating, leading
to this anamolous fringe pattern. This also may have provided some motion to the
resolution chart resulting in the apparent loss in resolution. Additional work
in this area is planned for the coming months.
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fring~e contrast. I~t is also Dossible thtthe location off a fring In a speem-

0eio could be affected.- In addition0, t&-- refiecttvity of teobject surface

wl.determine the owmznt of energy directed to the holographi plate. Aln of

7he laser euployed inthese studies asa pulsed Xbrad rub~y laser operating
in an open la-se mode. By not Qý-S~tduir~g the laser, an effective pn~se length
on the order of milliseconds is obtained. (The actual. Mlse is composed of
several microsecond pulses for a dur ation of a imillisecond.) This type of pulse
duration has several advantages First-, the pulse duration would be short enou&i
to effectively isolate objects moving due to environmuntal vibratiocs, *I.e.,

vibratory, frequencies less than 100 fiz. Second, cyclic 'vibrations higher than
1000 Hz would be time-averaged. This would allcar the use of the pul~sed laser for
tiue-avwersge holographic interfercuetrY and could be done without the use of
vibration isolation systems which ame necessary in cv holography. (An exa~le of
pulsed tine-average holographic irnterferonetry is presented in the section on EDT
Of Composite Compressor Blades.) 0ibird, the total energy in tbhe laser pulse is
increased by about a factor of ten over a Q-svitched pulse for the same flash
-lamp power. This allows larger surfaces to be illiminated which is advantageous
for the laborato.-y studies of rolling and machining ef-fects. Fourth, the paver
density is considerably decreased and thus conventional expander, spatial filter
optics can be employed with a much lower susceptibility to air breakdown effects.
The two mm,- disadvantages are: 1) transient events cannot be studied with the
laser operating in this fashion, and 2) the temporal coherence length is relatively
short, 20 cm. (This latter disadvantage, however, was not found to be a limitation
for surface areas as large as 16 sq ft.)
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The exverimntal results obtained vith this type of finish sbmeA that the
scattered radietIon vas highly peaked in the szrecular direction ard that the
bologrambic -reconstructed juge ted an appearence of wein izvenly illnuuinated1.
(This same effect had been obserm¶d previously, during the co re of the cwI ~holograpibic vark, but was not as v-ronooiced and reeasily corrcted since a
variable exposure time was awvailable.) The --panel was therefore tilted so that its
center was scatt*-ring the aximman m~mt of radiation in thb- direction of the
hologran (i.e. the center was the apex of the spec-ular angle), thereby =rovding
w!jmxia holographic cowez-age w-ith pulsed techiques.

Photographs of reconstructed hologram~ she'.lng this effect are pDresented
in Fig. 16. Figure 16a shows the lighit distribution when the ap~ex of the specular
angle (incideent angle of illumination eq-.als recording angle) is located about one-
third of the way up the panel; in l90 the amex is centered on the panel; and in
16c the apex is located two-thirds of the way up the panel. In addition, it
should &oe noted That the results of this investigation, using pulsed hologra~hic
techniques, confimrmd the strain m~easurements madle on this panel using cv holo-
graphic interfer'--try to be reported in a subsequent section of the present report.
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pbotograu-nic reconstruction setup vas employed. It is for a similar reason tbAt
the reconnatructionas of tba simulati-4 airfrane panel described tprevionsly (Fig.
26) aree not es astbetican~y pleasing as those presented later (?0igs. 32-34) in
the section on 3YAximi Strain and Strain Patterns.

Wro doubole-exposure pulsed holo&-apbic interferori were recorded of --di-
side of the panel. One reg~arding was -4d with the rolling direction vertical
to the te-ble cadi the other with it in the horizontal direction. TZhe results
of these tests are shoirn in Fig. 18. Figures 18& and l&b are the smoother
surface finish, while l&c and 18d illustrate the results obtained with the rougher

* surface.

interferorietric fringes on the smoother surfa~ce are clearly visible well
beyond the cer ter of the panel (point of specular reflection). Mhe intensity
does,* however, fall ;~ff quite rapidly and as a result the edges of the Danel are
not visible. Mhe fringes near the specular point are still quite we~l resolved,
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but rigft at the specular point afl interfercmtric information is lost. Also
seen in the pbOtograp of the recorstructions is a streak of intense light running
throu& the center of the panel perpendicular to the rolling direction and is a
result of the surface structure (fine scratches in the rolling direction). These
scratches tend to speculnrly reflect light perpendicular to themselves. Inter-
feraetric frines passing through this region are unaffected ex%ept for a slight

Results from the rougher surface (Figs. 18c and d) shou that the intense
specular point is no longer evident; the overall intensity distribution varies
much less across the panel (edges of the panel are visible); and the streak of
light perpendicular to the rolling direction is still present with the attendent
fringe narroving at these points.

xi' 4 it Panel

In order to assess the surface finish effects of larger surface areas, a
x. x 4t machine rolled aluminum panel 1/160 thick was studied. One surface of

the panel was painted with a flat white paint and the other left natural (average
roughness approximately 811 in). Eac-h surface was marked off in 10 cm increments

and arrows placed on the natural surface to indicate the rolling direction.
Photographs of the panel are presented in Fig. 19. The panel was supported in a
manner similar to the smaller panel, in that a 4" wide by 1" thick bar extending
along the vertical centerline of the panel was used for support. The bar and
panel were then clamped in a machine vise and set on a table. A photograph
shoving the experimental arrangement with this panel mounted In position is
presented in Fig. 20. Also shown in the figure is the pulse laser, optical
components and a ray trace of the optical paths. The holographic plate and
illumination beam vere elevated to the center line of the panel so that the
specular point could also be located along this line.

The problem of uneven exposure density and inability to photograph the
entire image in the reconstruction process is especially evident in the results
presented below (Figs. 21-23). The distance between the 4" x 5* hologrrm and the

x x 4' panel was approximately 6'. Thus, while the reconstructed image of the
entire panel is easily observed visually, a lens with the proper combination of
focal length and angular field-of-view was not available to photograph it.

a. Beam Ratio Studies

The first series of experiments was conducted using the flat wtite surface
of the panel in order to optimize the geometrical parameters. (These tests can
then be compared with the results obtained from the unpainted surface.) When
double pulsed holograms were made of the white surface, it was found tj it the
light was again scattered primarily in the specular direction. Even though the
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S0wM. hol . ifliinatol source were aligmed so that its center was
seetteritg the mLtIm m of light in the direction of the hologram, only
the cet pwt of the pm1 could be recorded. It w found, however, that
by lacresiug the Intensity of the light energ in the reference beam vhea making
tbe -1dei ezqCreS s, it was popsible to record the entire panel; and, just
as si•i•ifleemnt, improwe the fringe contrast. Three photograh of double
lsel hograpa~c rconestructions are presented in Fig. 21 demonstrating the
latter effect. Figure 21a was taken from a hologram which used a hOX objective
im the ?Eferemce leg of the optical eystem. Tis provided approximately equal

imtte ies in the obdet and reference bea=, and resulted in a hologram having a
siver density equivalenbt to a neutral density L.D.) filter of approximatelY 0.3.
As seem in the fig= only the center portion of the panel is visible. Figures 21b
ai c were taken fC hologrw re-ccrded in a manner identical to that in Fig. 21a
except for the poer of the beam expander in the reference leg which was decreased
to Increase the referece beam intensity level. Figure 21b was recorded with a
2K mli ocope obJective, and Fig. 21c with a lOX microscope objective. The
resutIng holqo bhad I.D. 's of approximately 0.6 and 1.2 respectively. Both
bologrin recorded the entire panel, although the reconstruction from the denser
holopum (Fig. 2.1c) wan not as bright as the other.

It appesrs that once the point has been reached where the exposure from the

refereace eg prodome an adequate silver density (N.D. of 0.61 on the holographic
plate, furteher Increases in the intensity provide no additional benefits. It is
suWaitioned that due to the non-linearity of the photographic film, as described
in the Ftsical nwiramnt Effects section, the intense reference beam causes
the fit to reach the more sensitive portion of the characteristic exposure-
de•sity uve . TMis then allows the lower light level from the outlying regions
of the pane! to be recorded.

%he interferoaetric fringes recorded in the hologram having a N.D. of 0.6
were of exeellent qual y towards the center of the panel, with the contrast
degrading slihtly in regions near the edges. This is a result of the lower
recorded intensity in these regions.

b. Diffuse llmination Studies

In addition to using a simple lens system for expansion of the laser beam
to illuminate the 4 foot square panel, a ground glass diffuser plate was also
employed as the bean expansion element. These tests were made in order to
ascertain the effectiveness of this type of device for recording holographic
interferometric fringes. Figure 22 shows the results of these tests. The
pbotograph in Fig. 22a was taken from a hologram recorded using a lens as the
expansion element while the reconstruction in Fig. 22b was recorded with a ground
glass diffusing plate mounted in the same location as the lens. As seen, there
are no significant differer=es between the two holographic reconstructions in either
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FIGURE 21. SURFACE FINISH EFFECT STUDIES
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FIOURE 22. SURFACE FINISH EFFECT STUDIES
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fringe quality or area coverage. In subsequent tests, however, one advantage of
using a diffuser plate became most evident. Regardless of the intensity
distribution across the raw (unexpanded) laser bean, the object illumination !,-a
could be rendered quite uniform with a diffuser plate as the expansion element.
This is not true vith a lens expender which essentially maintains the Intensity
distribution In the bean passing through it.

1¶he panel was next turned around and the effects of a large unpainted machine
rolled surface were holographically exanined vith the rolling direction both
vertical and horizontal to the plane of the support table. Two representative
holographic reconstructions are presented in Figs. 23a and b. As shown- in these
photographs, the intensity of the reconstructed image falls off far more rapidly
than in the case of the flat white surface. In addition, a streak of light
perpendicular to the rolling direction is evident as was found for the case of the
smaller panel. The interferometric fringes are of excellent quality near the
center, but again fall off in contrast nearer the edges.

c. Retro-reflecting Sheeting Studies

In order to demonstrate that the intensity drop-off near the edges of t.e
panel is a result of surface finish and its attendant effects on reflected laser
illumination, rather than being due to a lack of coherence length, an 8" x 6"
piece of retro-reflecting sheeting was placed in the upper righthand corner of
the panel. (The retro-reflecting sheeting was supplied to UARL by W. F. Pagan
of Paisley College of Technology, Scotland. A spray paint having similar optical
properties is currently under development by Fagan in conjunction with the 3M
Company and could provide an effective means for recording large surface areas
with low energy output lasers.) A photograph of the reconstruction, illustrating
the enormous increase in reconstructed intensity in the area of the retro-
reflecting sheeting is presented in Fig. 23c. In addition, the fringe contrast
is improved but is difficult to compare with those on the panel because of the
two radically different types of surfaces. (The increased fringe density on the
sheeting is a result of only the corners being fastened to the panel. This
allowed the center to move freely as a result of the environmental influences.)

Standard Roughness Specimens

The 2" x 2.5" standard surface roughness specimens (manufactured by General
Electric) used in these studies consisted of ten surfaces of graded roughness.
The surfaces, which are made of steel, were manufactured using typical fabrication
methods (grinding, lapping, milling, etc.) and represent average surface roughnesses
between 4 microinches and 2000 microinches. Figure 24 shows a photograph of the
specimens with the average surface roughness labeled beneath each specimen.
Seven of the specimens were fabricated by several different machining processes,
all yielding the same surface roughness (surface roughness ) 16 microinches).
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The results of these PerIts are presented In Pig. 25. Rift ooctrast
interfeza t rc friesare present an afl of the specimens. of iediti. ftinge
location an even the roueerst specim as well as the otherss Is relatively
unaffected by tLe large variation in surface finish. (It c be seen that there
is sc nthe sli et larion in the fringes on thee 20o I t in specimens.

On the basis e f the experimental results, discussed in the preceding
paragraphs, which illustrate the effects of various surface finishes 0' is in to
2000 p in) and sizes (up to 16 sq ft), the following statm ents can be an

1i .(Tauer ,nterfer tric ologrms of surfaces with a roughn ess of less than A; (
sin (avryohigh polish) have been easily recorded.

2. The intensity of the radiation scattered from a surface is highly
peaked in the specular direction. This will tend to limit the area coverage on
smooTh surfaces. The present tests have demonstrated the capability of recording
a 4& foot square object, with a surface roughness of 8 u with an 8 foot separation
between object and hologram.

3. Specular reflections are enhanced perpendicuflar to the surface finish

direction. Thus, interferometric fringe information may be lost or degraded (a

slight- liarrowing of the fringes) in areas of very intense specular reflection
(usually a single narrow line).

4.* Interferometric fringe contrast decreases as the recorded intensity
decreases.

5. Holographic interferometric quality is independent of the laser beam
expansiozin element (simple lens system or diffuser plate), except in cases where
the raw laser beam has an uneven intensity distribution; in this event diffuser
plates are preferred.

6. To obtain the maximum recorded area in a holographic interferogram, the
specular point should be centered about the surface area of interest and in the
case of no ambient illumination, the reference beam adjusted to yield a hologram
with a N.D. of approximately 0.6.
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(a) MACHINE MARKS VERTICAL

(b) MACHINE MARKS HORIZONTAL

FIGURE 25. SURFACE FINISH EFFECT STUDIES
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SPZCIF!ZC PROE)M~a MntC'ErA?•ZW
YAX[]ILN STU AND) STM ?=TýJ~

A stud vas cducted to anticipate and resolve the problem expected In
performing pulse-d-laser l strain alysis on lag aircraft strwntmes
in realistic environets. Thi study Involved extrPed e in both the analytical
and e mental conditions.

Analytically, an ummbiguous det tion of the strain field Is required,
taking as data the interfermtric fringe field frcu doublemexuosure holograms
of large structures. Possible sources of error in the holocra•hically-recorded
interference patterns which had to be considered were- absence of a zerovaction
reference point; variations in the illudination and recording angles; effects
of translation and rotation; and the curvature and aspect angle of the object.
In aiiition, the size and lack of symetry in the structural surfaces studied
made it necessary to perforn a full three-dimensional analysis of the displacement
field rather ttan rely on the conventional two-dimensional interferometric theory.

Exerimentaiy, the extreme viewing angles (up to 4501, large subject
surface aress, sensitivity of large unsupported surfaces to extraneous environmental

influences even under i.oez-ted conditions, and difficulties in data reduction all
had to 1e considered. in addition, the typically extreme sersitivity of holo.
graphic interferometry t- displacement made it difficult to :ompare the holographic
data with conventional strain sage data for the purpose of verifying data reduc-
tion procedures.

The following two major parts of this section provide a comprehensive review
of the first year's effort directed toward applying interferometric holography to
the determination of maximum-strain concentration points and strain-pattern
visualization on large aircraft structures. The first part pertains to the
theoretical anelysis. It contains discussion of: holographic interferometric
theory as applied to large three-dimensional structures; holographic layout
geometry; simple translational and rotational rigid body motions which may produce
spurious strain data; the effect of object orientation and curvature; and a
procedure for data reduction and computatiot of spatially-resolved strain fields.
The second part reviews the experimental phase of the study. It contains a
description of the test equipment used in the experiments; procedures to obtain
the holographic data; and a comparison of holographic strain measurements with
conventional strain gage data recorded on large structural surfaces.
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EUB•CAL J•ALUSIS

The measuremt of surface strain has been achieved by means of various
methods emloying holographic interfermetry. In every case, the methods have
had inherent limitations which preclude their application to the measurement of
surface strain on large three-dim-sional structures in a realistic environment.
The following is a survey vhich reviews the principal holographic approaches
implemented in the past and discusses the linitations of each. Following this,
a theoretical basis for a method which c curents or raninizes these limita-
tions is developed.

Hains and Hildebrand (Ref. A) first analyzed the interferometric fringe field
obtained from the superposition of an object surface in two states, recorded in
a single hologram. The object motion is expressed as a function of a displace-
ment vector for each point on the surface and the Euler rotation angles of the
normal to the surface. The motion field may be solved by measuring fringe
frequency about the object point along two orthogonal directions transverse to
the line of sight. In order to obtain the full three-dimensional cisplacement
field, however, two different viewing directions of the same scene are required
along with a knowledge of the distance from the object to the position of localiza-
tion of the fringes; the latter generally being a difficult parameter to measure.

A considerably simpler formulation was derived by J. E. Sollid (Ref. 8) and
later extended by K. Shibayma and H. Uchiyama (Ref. 9). In this formulation
the general motion can be solved completely, but the absolute fringe order as
measured from a zero-motion point must be known. Additionally, three holographic
viewpoints are required, which for a large object implies three holograms separated
by appreciable viewing angles. Both of these requirements are impractical in
the application of pulsed holography to large, moving objects.

A method proposed by Alexandrov and Bonch"Bruevich (Ref. 10). describes the
surface motion point by point. The Euler angles, the position of localization of
the fringe pattern, and absolute fringe order are not necessary if the fringes are
viewed in the same plane as the image. A method for data reduction, involving
just one hologram, is proposed which works in principle but is severely limited
in practice by the solid angle which the object subtends at the hologram.

A feature shared by all of the above methods is that they make a direct
measurement of the surface deformacion in the direction of strain while recording
the holograms at near normal incidence. However, in many cases, the amount of
surface deformation in the direction of strain is small even by holographic-
interferometric standards. (100 Pe on a two-and-a-half centimeter sample 'ould
only result in an observation of a 5 x 10-4 part of a fringe.1 A. E. Ennos
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(Ref. 11) demonstrated direct measurement of in-plane strain which maximizes the

holographic sensitivity to the in-plane motion. The procedure requires that the
hologaphic recording be made at grazing incidence to the surface being measured.
There are, however, a number of disadvantages to this procedure, one being that
unless the surface is flat, the field-of-view is severely limited. (Even with a

flat surface, the reconstructed image is distorted due to the skewed viewing
angle.) Another disadvantage lies in the fact that if the surface has an out-of-
plane displacement component introduced by the stressing force, two different
holographic views of the surface must be recorded, and the strain data obtained
by subtracting one set of interferometric fringe contours from the other. This
would add a considerable amount of time to the data reduction procedure. A
-further limitation is that the extent of the surface which can be analyzed is

only as long as the coherence length of the laser. (The surface area which can
be recorded holographically when the illumination is normal can always be
increased by moving the hologram further away.) Because of the above disadvantages,
the direct measurement of in-plane strain on large complicated surfaces, recorded
at grazing incidence, must be ruled out. Direct measurement at near normal
incidence must also be ruled out because of the extremely low sensitivity of
holographic interferometry to this type of movement.

Another technique for measuring in-plane strain directly (Ref. 12 and 13)
utilizes the speckle effect from a coherent light source. Although this technique
cannot be strictly interpreted as being holographic, it does have the advantage
of measuring surface strain directly with interferometric type accuracy. The
principle of operation is to compare the speckle pattern, produced when a
coherent light source illuminates a diffusively reflecting surface, with itself
after a stress has been applied. This is done by photographically recording an
image of the speckle pattern on the surface of the object caused by illuminating
the sarface simultaneously from two different directions with a laser light source.
This photograph is then placed in the image plane and acts as a "shadow filter" to
monitor changes in the speckle pattern due to an applied stress. These changes
result in bright and dark fringes covering the image plane. The process is
similar to a Moird technique except that, instead of comparing two grid patterns,
two random speckle patterns are compared.

Disadvantages of the technique are that the fringe contrast is generally
poor, and it has a limited dynamic range. Another disadvantage would be that the
in-plane displacement is usually not as great as the normal displacement in
simple bending modes; thus, the technique would not be as effective in this case
as the holographic technique. If lerge in-plane forces are involved, and in-plane
displacements must be studied as opposed to normal displacements, the technique
would be attractive from the standpoint of visual interpretation of the resulting
patterns for qualitative measurements; quantitative results could be achieved by
data reduction,
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However, in general, the holographic strain measurement must rely on the
indirect approach of first determining the out-ofrplane surface displacement caused
by a stressing force and relating this to the actual in.plane strain. The
relationship between the principal in-plane strains and the out-of-plane displace-
ment can be seen by first considering the relationship between the strains in any
two orthogonal directions with the strains along the principal axis (Ref. 14):

max 2 2 -i)
min

where e and jmin are the principal strains, ex and c strains in any, two

orthogonal directions, and cxg the shear strain. Associated with each strain
direction is a surface curvature term (Ref. 15).

Cy= -c a = .c Xx
a.ax x

L " = "cc

a2(AZ)

LC = -2c ý •x -cy

where c is the distance of the surface from the neutral surface of the object;
32 (AZ)/ax 2 and a2 (AZ)/ay 2 is the second derivative of the flexure displacement

AZ with respect to the transverse surface coordinates (surface curvature) which
is represented by Xx and Xy; a2 (AZ)/ax ay is the derivative of the flexure
displacement with respect to both orthogonal coordinates (twisting curvature)
which is represented by Xxy. Substitution of these above relationships into Eq. 1

yields:

Fxx+ X (CXx. +X4)2+ v (
2max c 2 2cmax

min min

where Xmax and Xmin are the maximum and minimum surface curvature of the surface.

This is then the desired relationship: the principle strains are directly propor-
tional to the maximum and minimum surface curvature.

Although this relationship between the strain and the flexure assumes that
the object has a constant cross section, it has been shown (Ref. 161 that the
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equation is valid for complex surfaces provided that the cross sectional varia-

tion is not too extreme. In addition it is also assumed that the applied stress

does result in flexural strain of the structure, rather than pure inv.plane strain.

This is generally the case with large complex structures such as aircraft or

aircraft components.

The latter assumption can be Justified by considering the simple case of a

rectangular cantilevered beam, tip-loaded with a tangential force P. and a normml

force Fn. The strain es induced by Fs is given simply by Hooke's law:

Csx) -
2 cwE

where x is the coordinate parallel to the long axis of the beam, w is the width

of the beam, and E is Young~s modulus. The surface strain due to the normal

force en is given (Ref. 17) as:

F2c
en~ix) = (X..xl

where I is the moment of inertia of the beam crosssection, and X is the length

of the beam. By ratioing the above two expressions and making the proper substip
tution for the moment of inertia the following expression is obtained:

e n =F~n 3 x

For thin structures, X-x >> c; hence, the quantity in parentheses is very large
except near the point of the applied load, where X-x = c. Thus, even if the two
forces are comparable, the strain induced by the normal force dominates the strain
contribution from the tangential force at distances greater than c from the point
of applied force.

In the following discussion a method will be put forth which eliminates
the need for more than one hologram, knowing the zero displacement point, and
reduces the data reduction procedure to a simple equation which can reduce the
fringe information to strain information directly. The method computes the second
derivative of displacement from the fringe data, eliminating the need to first
obtain displacement data and then to compute the second derivative. The effects
of extraneous (riý,_d body) motion, object curvature, and fringe curvature are
taken into account; and a simple data-reduction formula is obtained. It also
provides a system for determining the maximum strain areas by visual inspection of

the reconstruction. The method developed meets the demands for strain measurement
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by f t itrfr etrY of large, three-dinsional objects in a
90 -1 ewire- . ior to this discussion. a brief introductory analysis
e b bolo aic Interfercamtry vin be presented. Then,

MM tks ftIm, the tbeCwY for & stzain-d&ta redaction procedure will be
dlew~led

W~rs-M Meselytim of Z~loNsgftc LIutererometry

fe fUw#U theareticai description details the necessary mathematics
revdret befae a ioernetic of strain fie-ds can be made from holcgraphie
Wa 'Ms swelysis is concerned with double-exposure holographic interferometry
Wk Wi t-- eqfly aIfacable to cv system as veUl as pulsed systems.

.MIder first the recording of two object vayefronts, AO1 and A02 , in the
sam exa3.om ele- g with a reference wavefront, AR1. The intensity distribution
rze•rdef i, the bolcgram plane is then:

Sfi21 -W 2 * -0 , 2 2-. + -. A
AMh~2  -A011I IA021 + RL 1  + A021 ARl(Al +AO*2'

%ere the asterisk indicates the cowlex conjugate of the function. If the holo,.
CrM is te processed and illuminated with a vavefront, I., the emerging
dir-acted We field will beve a term proportional to

+A 02*)

e f1str %2 can be set equal to one #the special case when the reconstruc-
tim =Tefr•nt is equal to the orlginal reference wavefronti without any loss in
g!wrality sizce at best it will, only introduce a magnification factor effecting
belb reuowtrncted vavefronts equally. Ike reconstructed image then is just the
vector sumation of the two object uveefronts which were recorded sequentially
i~n tim

It is now assumne that the object is a diffuse scatterer and as such, only
identical surface points interfere with each other. This assumption is based
on the fact that the surface roughness Is gr.,ater than the optical wavelength
an~ therefore, each point on the surface will -have its own phase signature which
is different fron ever-y other point in a random fashion. If interference between
points of different phase signature takes place, then the result would be a
randomly distributed fringe field; this is clearly not the case. lt should be
r.'ted from the previous section that even for very smooth surfaces, on the order
of optical wavelengths, there are sufficient phase variations to produce a well
ordered fringe sy"-era. However, in the bright specular regiL- that were
produced as a resi.. of machining direction, this d:es not seem to be the case.)
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As a result of the above assumption, each surface point can be considered
separately, greatly simplifying the mathematics. The object wavefield can now
be represented as:

A0 1 = A0 eil
A0 2 = Ae2

where A0 is the amplitude of the object point, and $. and are the phases of
the same point during the fLrst and second holographic exposures. The intensity
distribution, Ii, in the reconstructed image is then:

IAol 2 cos 2 [2 - 01]

The intensity distribution in the reconstructed image is a function of the
intensity of the object points, IA 12, modulated by the cosine factor which is a
function of the phase change resulting from the point displacement. The task for
the remaining portion of this section, therefore, is to relate this phase change
to the point displacement for the general three-dimensional case.

Referring now to Fig. 26a, an object point 0 is illuminated with a mono-
chromatic coherent point-source, S, a vector distance ro* away. If the light
scattered from 0 is detected by means of a photographic emulsion at the point H,
a vector distance r away, then the phase of the ray SOH is:

Ii = k(r + rol = 21rm

where m is the fringe order and k = 2w/N.

It can be seen then that the locus of all points having constant phase is
an ellipsoid of revolution with foci at S, H and a major axis equal to r + r
which is equal to mX. This describes the phase field on the object recorded by
the first exposure of a double-exposure hologram.

Now it is assumed that after the first exposure is made, the point 0 is
displaced a distance Ar to the new point 0' so that Ar is not a chord of the
ellipsoid of constant phase. (If this displacement were allowed then no inter-
feroymrric fringes would be recordeli by the hologram since the phase change
lobserved at the point H would be zero.) The phase for the new optical path is:
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ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS PARAMETERS

or

ro

b.

FIGURE 26. MAXIMUIM STRAIN AND STRAIN PATTERN
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*2 = k[ Ir + 01* I+ro + i]= 2wG + +Ai

which is the equation of a new ellipsoid through 0' with foci S, H and major axis
equal to (m + Am)X.

The second exposure is now made. The phase change describing the object

point displacement is then:

-1 = k[li + •1 + Io + 1 -+ +r + ro1 = 2wAm.

In order to determine the displacement field from the above, a simplified

expression relating the system parameters is required. Considering half of the
expression involving r, it will be noted that:

2 * -) 1/2
Ir + ArI - r - r[(C(l+A 2 J -r . (3)

If now the square root term is expanded in a binomial series and terms smaller
than 1/r 2 are dropped, we have:

I+-eAr
2  4

I - i - r = 2r sin2 v + Ar r

where V is the angle between the vector r and Ar and r is the unit vector in the

direction of r. A similar result is obtained from the other half of Eq. 3

involving ro. The final result then is:

. A _r2 Pin2 v + sin2

f2 " ý1 = k[ir+(r2 + rol + 2 r +4

A

A physical interpretation of this result can be obtained by noting r + ro is
a vector which bisects the angle, p, between r and ro (see Fig. 26b), and is
normal to the surface of the constant-phase ellipsoid. The latter statement can
be verified by noting that the ray SOH abeys the reflection laws and as such, the
bisector of the angle between r and 1o must be perpendicular to the surface. It
therefore can be concluded that the first term in the brackets is just the

projection of the displacement vector er onto the normal of the ellipse,
multiplied by the summation of the unit vectors, 2 cos v/2. The second term in
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the brackets is harder to interpret except in the limiting case when H and S are

identical. For this special case the ellipsoid becomes a sphere and Ar sin v is

the projection of A& onto the tangent of the circle (the first term, for this
limiting case, still has the same interpretation as above). Therefore, the
second term is jusl the square of this value divided by the distance r. The
relative magnitude of this term compared to the first can now be estimated.
If the displacement vector makes an angle of 800 or less to the surface normal,
and it is assumed that the distance from the source-hologram combination to the
object is greater than 10 cm and the displacement is on the order of wavelengths,
then the first term is approximately 3 orders of magnitude greater than the second.
For the case when the source point and hologram point are separated, the inter-
pretation is no longer simple, but the relative importance of the second term to
that of the first remains unchanged. The only case in which the second term
does become significant is for a surface movement nearly tangential to the constant-
phase ellipsoid. Therefore, it can be stated that the phase change is:

S- = 2 m =k (J .(r + r )] C5a)

or
Am 42 Ar cos Np/2) cos a]/X (5b)

where a is the angle between the displacement vector and the surface normal of
the constant phase ellipsoid. This is consistent with intuitive reasoning in
that a component of displacement normal to the constant phsase ellipsoid must
contribute more to the phase change than a component of displacement tangential
to this surface: the tangential component lies almost on the surface of the
ellipsoid and as such the phase change is approximately zero.

Although Eq. 5 is simple in form, there are many difficulties involved with

making actual displacement measurements. The first and primary task is to
establish from the interferometric fringe data the phase change $2 . 01. The
determination can be made relatively easy if there is a no-displacement reference
point in the reconstructed holographic scene, as is demonstrated by Sollid et al.
(Refs. 8, 9, and 11). These techniques require two different holographic view-
points of the same object scene for the two-dimensional case and three viewpoints
for the three-dimensional case. This imposes practical difficulties in making
the holograms with a pulsed laser system.

If the no-displacement point does not exist, then the technique of Haines
and Hildebrand (Ref. 7) or Alexandrov and Bonch-Bruevich (Ref. 3.0) could be used.
A third alternative is to observe the fringe formation using real.time holographic
interferometry and count the fringes passing through the surface point. This,
however, is impossible when employing a pulsed laser system.
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F
In the following section, a method will be derived using Eq. 5 which will

eliminate the above difficulties and at the sme time improve the data reduction
procedure necessary tc obtain strain data from the displacement field.

Conversion of Holographic Data to In-Plane Strain Data

Since one main program goal is to use the holographic interferometric data
to determine in-plane strain on the surface of large aircraft or aircraft
structures, certain assumptions relative to the surface displacement have been
made. The basic assumption is that, when a stressing force is applied to the
structure, one result will be an out-of-plane displacement (bend) and that
this out-of-plane displacement will be at least twtce as large as any of the
tangential components. This js a reasonable assumption in view of the fact that
most of any aircraft is hollow thin-walled structure. Thus, coimmonly used
simulated loading conditions impose large bending components. If this basic
assumption is met, then there will be no more than a ten percent error introduced
if it is further assumed that the entire displacement is perpendicular to the
surface. This assumption is made so that a value for the angle a can be obtained.
It was demonstrated earlier that holography is insensitive to the component
perpendicular to the line of sight and therefore will see the surface displace-
ment as being just that of the component parallel to the line of sight if only
one hologram view is recorded. Such an assumption, therefore, eliminates the
need for recording two more views of the same scene. If the out-of-plane displace-
ment is at least twice the in-plane displacement and its displacement direction
is known, tne true value for a may be used thereby reducing the error. (These
above assumptions are also consistent with the classical small-deflection theory
of plates developed by Lagrange, Ref. 15).

The determination of displacement data from Eq. 5 will be further simplified
if the illumination source is placed near the holographic recording plane (P = 0).
This requirement in no way hinders the flexibility or ease of recording the
holograms, and is somewhat desirable in that it eliminates shadows on the surface
which could obscure points of interest.

Using the above assumptions, Eq. 5a can be written:

Am= 2(Ar=r)/X •

The displacement vector, Air, can be expressed as:

• M- n AZ(r)

where n is a unit vector normal tc the object surface. These two equations can
now be combined to yield:

2AZ

Am: (n.r) .
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Since the displacement AZ is in the direction of the surface normal n,
the angle between the source-hologram direction r and n is just the previously
defined angle a. Therefore, the aboy- equation becomes:

Am= X cosa - (6)

This equation could now be solved for the displacement magnitude, AZ, provided
the phase change as measured by An is determinable. However, it is actually
the second derivative of the absolute displacement with respect to the direction
of maximum surface change which is the desired quantity for computing in.-plane
strain. (This is fortunate since the direct calculation of absolute displacement
is most difficult.) Consequently, to obtain the desired information from the
fringe data, the second derivative is taken on both sides of Eq. 6 with respect
to the coordinate axis of maximum surface change, n (,At first it would seem
reasonable to use the Laplacian operator which takes the second derivative of a
function along the direction of maximum change. For the case where there is no
rigid motion thi: would indeed be applicable. In the presence of rigid motions,
however, the direction of maximum change may be different from the direction of
maximum surface change.)

a2(Am) 2 cos a,32u + (Az) aCcos ) 2 AZ2
an2  an an X - T M7)

The first term on the right in the above equation is the desired quantity, the
second derivative of displacement along the direction of maximum surface change.
(The actual determination of this direction is discussed later in this section.)
The remaining two terms relate to the first derivative of displacement and to the
actual displacement. In order to show that these last two terms can in general
be neglected if the distance from the source-hologram point, r, is made large
enough, it is first assumed that the object is a flat structure with the
perpendicular distance from the source-hologram point equal to Z. The elimination
of the latter two terms will first be made for this special case which can be

* orientated in any fashion with respect to the holographic film plane; it will then be
extended to show how these results may be applied to several planes at different
orientations, and structures having continuously curved surfaces. It is now
possible to write the above expression in Cartesian coordinates and take the
indicated derivatives where possible:

B2 Am 2Z 82 AZ 4 nZa•(AZ) _2 AZ 2Zan - ý r- ýn-- -T -q--r-
n2  r n2  ~r 3  n- X 2
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If it is now assumed that the maximum viewing direction through the hologram
will be approximately *15°, this then sets the maximum values of the coordinates
on the surface of the plane, n - Z -r Inserting these values into the above
equation: r2

a2am 32 (AZ) 2 MZ 2 r,2A7,
an an2  - r ar2 (8)

It now only remains necessary to approximate the order of magnitude for a typical
displacement and a first and second derivative of displacement. The last term
in the above equation will introduce an error (pseudo-strain) into the observed
strain patterns from displacement of the object. This displacement can be the
result of either a stressing force or a simple out-of-plane translation (a motion
in which no stress is induced into the structure). The displacements which are
normally measured with double-exposure holographic interferometry have a magnitude
of about 10-4 cm. The second term will introduce a pseudo,-strafn by virtue of a
change in the displacement. This again can be a result of a stressing force or
an out-of-plane rotation (rotation about an axis parallel to the surface). If
the total displacement measured is about 10"4 cm then a typical change in displacer
ment would be of magnitude 10- 5 cm/cm. The first term is the strain term and can
only be the result of a stressing force applied to the structure (no other rigid
motion of the object will result in a value for the second derivative of displaceq.
ment). The values for typical strain measurements made using holograpMc inter.,.
ferometry are on the order of microstrain (Ref. 16) or values for the second
derivative of 10-6 cm/cm2 . If r is at least a meter, then it can be seen that
the magnitude of the first term in Eq. 8 is 10 times that of the second and one
hundred times that of the third. The distance requirement, r > 1 meter, imposes
no special complications on the actual experimental setup because when analyzing
large structures, the distance from the source-hologram point to the object is
expected to be on the order of several meters.

There is one additional case which may introduce a pseudo-strain in the
observed strain field and that is the case of a rigid rotation about an axis

perpendicular to the object. In this case, however, the displacements are all
tangential to the line of sight and therefore have a negligible effect because of
the relativ, insensitivity of holography for recording this motion compared to

motion along the line of sight.

It now can be stated that for a flat specimen where the holographic recordings

are made at least a meter away, Eq. 7 can be written:

a 2 Am2ZD2 A (391
an r
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This is now in a form where the second derivative of disp ent is directly
relatable to the change in the fringe spacing. The actual fringe order is no
longer necessary and thereby, the complicated data reduction procedure associated

with it is eliminated.

Since Eq. 9 was derived for a single plane of arbitrary orientation, its
extension to several planes is straightforward. It only has to be remembered
that the distance Z is measured from the plane of interest and when more than one
plane is present in the holographic reconstruction, the value of Z will be
different for each plane. Therefore, in order to calculate 32 AZ/in2 for the
various planes of different orientations the factor r/Z or cos a (angle between
the surface normal and the source hologram point) must be taken into account.
The equation is also applicable to curved surfaces since an arbitrary surface
can be broken up into infinitesimal plane surfaces.

It now remains to be shown how the quantity 32 (Am)/3D2 can be extracted
from the holographic data. The change in Am is simply the reciprocal of the
fringe spacing in the direction n or Baf/an = 1/A where A is the distance
between any two adjacent fringes in the direction n. Therefore, by measuring the
spb.lig between two successive fringes the second derivative is obtained:

32 Am 14/A -1/A21

or using Eqs. 2 and 9:

-=€= .AL A2  A1  1
x -2 -c = cos LA2Al(A2 + Al()

It can be seen from Eq. 2 that if the measurement of the fringe spacing is
made in an arbitrary direction other than the maximum surface change, n, then
three quantities have to be measured, Xx, Xy, and X . In many cases the measure-
ment of these quantities is hampered by small curvature changes in one of the
chosen directions. (Small curvature changes result in large fringe spacing and
measurements often have to be made at some distance from the data point of
interest, thus introducing errors into the measurement.) It therefore would be
desirable to make the measurement along the direction of maximum surface change.
This would not only reduce the number of measured quantities to one, Xmax, but
would also increase the accuracy of the measurement. For the case of straight
or nearly straight fringes the direction of maximum change is unique and is
perpendicular to the fringes. For the case in which fringe curvature does exist
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a few trial claculations, using the bracketed term in Eq. 10, will establish
the proper direction. The direction of maximu surface change is that dire-tion
for which this term is maximum. This will also be the direction of maxim=
principal strain.

This result provides an extremely easy and convenient method for determining

the second derivative of displacement. Once this value is obtained, multiplica-
tion by the distance from the neutral axis to the surface then yields the value
of in-plane strain. To obtain relati-re values of in-plane strain over the surface,
only the ter, in the 1rackets of Eq. 10 need be calculated, provided the structural
thickness remains fairly constant. Further, location of maximum strain areas by
direct observation of the reconstructed hologram is now possible. These areas
are characterized as being located at the points where the fringe spacing changes
most rapidly in the shortest distance.

The equation is applicable to curved surfaces and therefore comparison
between points on such a surface would have to include the cos t term. Alternative-
ly, it will be noted that the cos a factor changes very slowly for large r (the
conditions required in order to obtain Eq. 10). Therefore changes in the surface
normal of up to 200 will not substantially effect the in-plane strain value (cli0%).

Surfaces which have variations larger than these can be divided up into regions
where the variations are within these limits and the cos a factor computed for
each region so that a comparison of in-plane strain values can be made between
regions.

The one limiting case for which Eq. 10 is not applicable is when the angle

between the viewing direction and surface normal exceeds *450. It is this
angular limitation which has allowed the elimination of the second and third terms
of Eq. 7. For relatively flat objects this would allow a viewing cone with an
f/number of .5 and would not be a restriction for this tyvpe of surface. However,
care must be exercised for highly curved surfaces. The surface curvature will
limit the viewing cone over which credible data can be obtained from the holo-
graphic interferogram. The angular limitation does eliminate, however, effects
caused by the motion tangential to the surface of the object since these only
become substantial at viewing angles greater than 800.

The direction of principal strain for a given surface point can also be
determined from the holographic data. This direction is the same direction as
the maximum surface change (perpendicular to the interferometric fringes) if a

rotation of the entire object has not occurred between holographic exposures.
If rotation about an in-plane axis has taken place, the result will be a rotation
of the fringes and the principal strain direction will not, in general, be along

the direction perpendicular to the fringes. (Simple translations or small
rotation about an axis normal to the plane will not significantly effect the
orientation of the fringes.) In fact, if rotation has taken place in a direction
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other than the direction of displacement which was caused by the stressing force,
then the fringes will become slightly curved. If not, only additional straight
fringes will be added to the fringe field. In the latter case (constantly
changing straight frIngts), the strain direction is still perpendicular to the
fringes and easily determined. For the former case (slightly curving fringes)
which might be a result of a rotation or a stressing force, the direction of
maximm strain will be in the direction of maximum curvature. Determination of
this direction is found by obtaining the direction in which the bracketed term
of Eq. 10 is maximum. This technique for .iinding the direction of principle

strain is not difficult if large variations in the fringe field exist (.igh
strain areas), but in areas where small variations are present (low strain areas)
the direction of maximum strain can vary considerably.

Future work includes investigation of various Moird techniques for the
acquisition of the holographic strain data. One promising technique, reported
by Stetson (Ref. 18), superimposes two identical fringe patterns rotated 180 with
respect to each other. At the location where superposition of an identical point
occurs, a Moird beat pattern exists which is a function of the strain-induced

fringes. Additionally, the effect of rigid motion is not a factor in the technique.

It is claimed that an accuracy of _20% is achieved with this technique.

In conclusion, a viable technique for reducing holographic interferometric
data has been derived which is applicable to both plane and curved surfaces. The
restrictions which have been placed on the experimental setup are minimal:
viewing angles less than t45* to the surface normal are requiredl the object
illumination source should be placed next to the holographic plate; and the
hologram to object distance should be greater than one meter. These in no way
should affect the holographic recording of large structural surfaces. In addition,
the effects of simple object rotation and translation on the strain field should

amount to less than 10% for the most extreme cases. The determination of principal
strain direction in the pzesence of rigid rotations can also be acquired.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

Three experimental investigations were conducted to verify the analytically
derived technique for reducing holographic data to in-plane strain data, and to
anticipate and resolve the problems expected in applying this technique to large
aircraft structures in realistic environments. The first experiment involved a
tip-loaded cantilevered beam from which comparisons were made between theoretical
and holographically-derived values of principal strain. In addition, rigid body
motions were superimposed on the flexural motion of the beam, and the holographic
strain value again was compared with the theoretical values. In the second
experiment a relatively flat simulated aircraft panel was stressed in such a manner
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that the applied tangential forces were large compared to the forces applied

normal to the surface. In this case the holographic values of strain were
correlated with values measured from strain gages located on the panel. In the

third experiment, the role of object curvature was explored by axially loading a
cylindrical shell and computing the resulting strain from the holographic fringe
pattern. These data were subsequently compared with strain gage values.

Cantilevered Beam

Experimental verification of the analytical expression derived in the previous

section 'Eq. 10) was performed for the relatively simple case of a cantilevered
beam. By vsing the cantilevered beam, the strain values could be calculated
theoreticalJ-y (Ref. 17) and a direct comparison then made with the absolute values
of strain obtained holographically. (The use of theoretical values avoids the
problem of matching the sensitivity of holographically derived strain with
mechanical strain gages.) Additionally, tests were performed with the cantilevered
beam to determine whether rigid body motions (motions of the object which intro,-
duced no strain) had an effect on the holographically derived strain data.

The experiments were conducted on a rectangular steel plate having the
dimensions: 15.75 cm (length) x 5.08 cm (width) x .476 cm thickness. The plate
was clamped at one end and loaded at the other in a direction perpendicular to
its surface using a weight of 103 gf. The displacement caused by the stressing
force was recorded using double exposure holographic interferometry. This type
of displacement was also recorded in combination with a rigid rotation about the
long axis of the pla-e and a rigid tilting about an axis parallel to the width of
the plate at the base of the clamp. All motions were first observed by means of
real-time holographic interferometry, and then conventional double-exposure
holograms were recorded. In this way, the magnitude and direction of the rigid body
motion (as well as the flexure) was controlled. Photographs of the holographic
reconstructions obtained of these motions separately and in combination are
presented in Fig. 27.

Figures 27a, b and c present holographic reconstructions obtained when the
beam was placed in flexure (stressing force only applied), tilt (rigid rotational
motion only) and flexure plus tilt (combination of an applied stress and a rigid
body rotation). The results cleerly show that by applying this combination of
motions to the beam, the effect is to increase the fringe density. Orientation
of the fringes is not effected and therefore the direction of principal strain is
perpendicular to the fringes, the expected direction. Figures 27d, e and f are
photographs of reconstructions of the beam placed in flexure, rotation (rigid
rotational motion only), and flexure plus rotation. The reconstruction (Fig. 27f)

of the latter type of motion showed a strong turning of the fringe field in the
direction parallel to the long axis of the beam, and a much greater fringe density
next to the clamped end of the centilevered beam. By making a few simple
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RECONSTRUCTIONS OF CANTILEVERED BEAM

FLEXURE 
(b) TILT 

(c)FLEXURE

&, TILT

4 11
(d) FLEXURE (e) ROTATION (f) FLEXURE

L & ROTATION

FIGURE 27. EFFECT RIGID BODY MOTION ON HOLOGRAPHIC STRAIN MEASUREMENTS
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I
calculations it can be shown that the principal strain direction has not changed
due to the induced rigid rotation.

Calculations made from these reconstructions are shown in Fig. 28. For the
case of a pure applied stress (flexure), the absolute values of maximum strain
obtained from the holographic data and the values obtained theoretically are
presented in Fig. 28. The absolute values of maximum strain obtained from the
holographic fringe data agree to within 10% of the theoretically calculated

strain down to the 3 Pe level. Below this level (not shown in the figure)
deviation increases due to inaccuracies in the data readout.

In agreement with the theoretical results obtained in the last section, Fig.
28b demonstrates that a rigid rotation of the plate about the axis parallel to
its width (tilt) had negligible effect on the measured strain values. This held
true in spite of the increase in the number of interferometric fringes on the plate.
This latter result may provide a way of improving the holographic calculation of
strain in areas of low fringe density, since in these areas, it would no longer
be necessary to average the data over large distances. For example, the cantilever,
ed beam has a maximum strain near the clamped end, which is also the region of
minimum fringe density; by introducing rigid motion to the beam, the fringe
density is increased and therefore data averaging will be minimized, which
increases the accuracy.

The data from the double exposure hologram made of the cantilevered beam
which had undergone flexure plus a rigid rotation about an axis parallel to the
long axis of the beam is presented in Fig. 28c. The data demonstrates that
absolute values of strain are again within 10% of the theoretically calculated
strain distribution along the beam down to the 3 ue level.

The close agreement between the holographic and theoretical values of
maximum strain for the case of the cantilevered beam confirms the validity of
the local data analysis of holographic-interferometric fringe fields. Further,
these experiments verify that at least for this simple case, pseudo-strain errors
introduced by rigid body motions, rotation about in-plane axes, are negligible.

Simulated Airframe Panel

In an effort 'Io simulate, in the laboratory, the more complex forces and
geometries associated with large aircraft components, a loading frame was

I fabricated in order to place combinations of bending, torsional and tensile

forces on a 2' x 2' test panel. The test panel, which simulates an airframe
skin structure, consisted of an aluminum sheet, 50 mils thick, with two, 2' lengths

of steel reinforcement ribs (one located at the middle of the panel and the other
at the top) affixed to the back of the panel with bolts placed at 2" intervals.
Two photographs are presented in Fig. 29 showing both a front and back view of the
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test panel positioned in the loading frame. As seen in the figure, the panel

was clamped along its bottom edge, and its upper edge was fastened to a loading

frame by three bolts which were attached to the upper reinforcement rib. A load

cell, used to monitor the stresses applied to the panel, was attached between the
panel and the frame on the center bolt. The bolts were used to produce a compli-
cated stress field in the panel which was subsequently analyzed with both
holography and strain gages. Pictured in addition to the panel and frame is the
equipment used to monitor the strain gages shown cemented on the front side of the
panel.

The holographic setup pictured in Fig. 30 was used to obtain the holographic
interferometric data on the ptnel. As shown, the panel and stressing frame are
at the far left, one end of the holographic table; the object illumination source
is next to the holographic plate holder and both are located a distance of 165
cm (r) from the front of the panel; the expanding and beam steering optics for the
reference beam are located on the left side of the panel; and the laser beam
(50 m, He-Ne ev laser) enters from the extreme right. The laser beam is split
into two beams by the beamsplitter located near the holographic plate holder;
one beam illuminates the object, and the other serves as the reference.

Locating the strain gages on the test panel was done by making preliminary,
double-exposure holograms of the test panel under stress. Using the results
of these tests, fifteen strategic locations (positions of changing fringe
density) on the surface of the panel were selected, and overlapping, rectangular
rosette strain gages (118" in length) were cemented to the panel at each position.
A close-up view of the panel showing the gage location is presented in Fig. 31.
Also pictured in the figure is a photograph of a reconstruction made from a
double exposure hologram of the panel after the gages were mounted. This latter
photograph shows that the gages are located both in suspected hi&, strain areas,
positions of rapidly changing fringe separation, and in suspected low strain areas,
positions of nearly constant fringe separations.

In the course of making the preliminary double-exposure holographic inter-
ferograms, it was found that such a structure, consisting of relatively large
unsapported spans, tends to vibrate due to envirmumental influences (air currents,
acoustic pickuv, etc.) even though tbe tests were conducted on a vibration
isolation tFble. Effects of thIs type are observed in the reconstruction, Fig. 31,
as a darkening near the upper righthand corner of the reconstructee image. The
significance of this result lies in the fact that -hen actual tests are conductea
on full scale pieces, and the loading constraints necessitate a relatively long
delay between recording pulses (e.g. under static incremental loading), environ-
mental vibrations can introduce an error into the holographically obser-'ed strain

patterns since they =v be of thE same order of naegitude as the inc-re=eLtal
sl.rain -wh;ch is being measured. Total moovement of the part (translation cr
mrtaticnc) vii! not in'lTuence these readings because this type of motion doe-: not
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introduce a change between adjacent fringes. However, the vibratory motion does

introduce a significant change; therefore, it must be taken into account if it is

of substantial amplitude compared to the displacemeDt which results from the
incremental stress load. The amplitude of these vibrations and thus the expected
error can be estimated before the actual tests are made by recording preliminary
double-exposure, pulsed holograms; these holograms being made without applying a
stressing force between exposures. Another method for eliminating this effect
may be to record large stress.-induced displacement increments, as is done with
Moir6 holographic techniques for obtaining surface deformation.

a. Experimental Procedure for Obtaining Holographic Strain Data

The procedure used for obtaining the experimental data was first to place a
complicated stress field in the panel. This was accomplished by tightening the
center bolt which attaches the panel to the top of the loading frame so that a

total of 100 le, as read by the load cell, was obtained. The two outside bolts
were then hand tightened so that they applied a slight force in a direction
opposite to that of the center bolt. The center bolt was then tightened tiwtheruntil a total of 800 uc was obtained.

At this point the first holographic exposure was made. The stress load on

the panel was then reduced by a factor of 10 Uc, and the second exposure made.
The applied stress was then changed over a large increment (500 Uel and a second
double-exposure hologram made at this lower stress level with a 10 vc increment
between holographic exposures. The differential strain gage readings were taken
at the two extreme 13ints of the applied stress.

This procedure of making the holographic exposures over a relatively small
increment of the total induced strain recorded by the gages was adopted for two
reasons. First, it was done to overcome the relatively low sensitivity of the
strain gages as compared to the extreme sensitivity of interferometric holography.
(It permitted strain levels high enough to be recorded by the gages and still
allowed double-exposure holograms to be made which indicated relative strain
levels between gages.) Secondly, performing the experiment in this manner will
closely simulate the technique wiich will be used when conducting tests on an

actual aircraft structure, thus gaining insight into potential problems which
may arise during such tests.

However, it is necessary in appAving this technique to try to ensure that
the small strain increment, over which the hologram is recorded, is accurately
proportional to the total strain which is recorded by the gages. Thus, two
double-exposure holograms, each depicting the effect of a small incremental stress,
were recorded; one before and o,.e after the large stress recorded by the gages
was applied. Then, if both resulting holograms have the same fringe distribution

and slope, the strain can be assumed to be a linear function of the applied
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forces, and each hologram will be an accurate representati n zf Lhe much larger
incremental strain recorded by the gages.

Presented in Fig. 32 are photographic reconstructions obtained from the
holograms made in the above fashion. The two holographic fringe distributions
are similar in that the distribution near the top and middle of the panel are
generally the same except for the fringe densIty. Near the base and edges of
the panel, however, the fringe distribution seems to have shifted between the
initial and final recording. This demonstrated to a fair approximation, that
the flexure at each point on the panel was a linear function of the applied
forces (this is particularly tre of the points near th. center of the panel).
Thus it is now possible to obtain data from one of the holograms for the in,.plane
strain measurements, which then can be compared with the strain measurements
recorded by the gages. Because of the fashion in which the data were taken, only
relative, not absolute vmlues can be compared.

The interferometric data from the initial double-exposure hologram (800 up
level) was sampled and reduced at the gage locations to find the principal strain,
£H (Eq. 10), and principal strain angle, *H. This was done using a simple 20X
lens. The data obtained from the gage rosettes were also reduced to find the
principal strain, eG, and principal strain angle, *G" In the course of these
measurements, the mean and standard deviation of the gage reading at gage
position 16 (the gage positions are presented in Fig. 31) was calculated from
seven separate measurements and found to be 170.8 ve and 5,64 Vc respectively.

b. Correlation Studies

In order to make a relative comparison of the two sets of strain data, the
holographically obtained values were adjusted so that the mean value of the
ratios between gage and holographic data was unity. The results are presented
in Table I and are listed in descending strain magnitude as determined by the gage
readings. In addition, the calculated ratios between the holographic and gage
values appear on the far right of the table. As can be seen in the table, the

two sets of values are in general agreement, particularly at the higher strain
levels.
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TABLE I

Comparison of Strain Gage and
Holographic Interferometry Measurements

W (Simulated Aircraft Panel)

SGage .... :Holographic-Interferometry Ratio
Position Strain Gage Measurements Measurements /H

Principal Principal Principal Principal
Strain Strain Angle Strain Strain Anglek c G ' ( 0 G ° ) 1 EI P ý HI

16 170.8 89.1 101.9 80 .60
2 142.0 91.3 126.2 92 .89

15 lO4.9 101.0 49.o 120 ,47
4 58.0 104.6 22.3 90 .38
6 44.3 86.2 42.7 80 .96
8 28.2 107.5 34.0 110 1.20

11 18.0 92.2 21.8 50 1.21
10 16.3 51.1 17.0 115 1.04
13 14.6 64.1 22.3 12 1.53

1 14.5 67.5 29.1 4o 2.01
14 14.2 123.1 7.3 120 .51

9 12.8 lO6.8 14.6 14o 1,1•4
5 10.8 67.5 10.2 14o .94
7 10.1 50.7 11.2 60 1.1U

The correlation between the gage and holographic data is in fair agreement
and, with few exceptions, the order of descending strain values is preserved. It
should be noted that the holographic data obtained at position 6 is now in good
agreement with the gage values. Previously there was e-onsiderable disagreement.
(This was reported on in the First Interim Technical Report.) This error was a
direct result of taking the fringe data perpendicular to the fringes, but because
of the fringe curvature, this direction was not the maximum curvature direction.
The actual determination of the maximum surface curvature showed that the data
should have been taken almst tangent to the fringes. Included in Fig. 32 is a
plot which shows the surface curvature as a function of angle. From tbis plot
it can be clearly seen that the maximum surface curvature is 800 from the horizontal.
It should also be noted that the minimum surface curvature is at right angles to
this direction, as would be expected from strain considerations. (This plot of
curvature parallels tnat obtained when a strain analysis is performed.) Actually,
for the case of gage 6 the minimum curvat~tŽ is opoosite in sign. (The curve
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passes through zero at 300 and again at 1300.) If they were of the sane sign the

second lobe would not exist at right angles to the maximum. A minimum or zero
would exist at this point. The standard deviation determined from the above data
was calculated to be 0.44. This was an improvement over the value found previously
(0.61) when all of the data was taken perpendicular to the fringes.

Differences between the two sets of strain values are expected because of
the manner in which the experiment was conducted (holographically recording only
"a small increment of total strain). The total deflection field is expected to be
"a linear function of the forces, provided the forces act normally to the surface
of the structure. However, if tangential forces exist, the deflection may no
longer be a linear function of the forces (Ref. 17). In the case of the simulated

aircraft panel, there is a substantial tangential force because of the manner in
which the panel is loaded and therefore the linearity may be affected.

In order to ascertain the degree of linearity between different increments
of the larger total strain, successive holograms were made over the entire increv.
ment. Representative results are presented in Fig. 33. These holograms were
made at 20 Ve intervals in order to cover the entire increment with a reasonable
number of holograms and, for this reason, the fringe density in many cases is
quite large. However, it can be seen that there are larger variations in the
fringe pattern near the edges of the panel as compared with the center of the
panel. The variations in the fringe pattern are a result of slightly different
stress conditions from hologram to hologram; this would cause the strain values
determined from these holograms to vary markedly in these regions (non-linear)
while little change would be observed from the gage readings because of their
relatively poor sensitivity.

An additional source of error, axnd probably more serious, is that which
results from measuremeat inaccuracies in determining fringe ponitions. Since these
data are used to compute the second derivative of fringe spacing, the error in
the in-plane strain calculation is a strong function of the rate of change of the
fringe spacing or strain level being measured. For example, if a one percent
error is made in data acquisition at the 100 Vc level, then an error of approx-
imately 5% would be made in the strain calculation. However, if this same
percent error is made at the 10 Ve level, then an error of 50% would be made
in the strain calculation. This latter source of error is the probable cause for
the erratic behavior of the data below 50 uc. (This source of error is not a
peculiarity of this technique, but is an inherent error associated with determin-
ing the second derivative and as such will always be present when determining in-
plane strain data from out-of-plane displacement data.)

In an effort to limit the error due to measurement inaccuracies as much as
po:.sible, a data smoothing procedure was adopted. The procedure entailed plotting
tho fringe spacing between several fringes located symmetrically about the point
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of interest. A best fit curve was then applied and the data used in the final
calculations taken from the curve.

The principal strain direction was found according to the procedure outlined
in the section on Conversion of Holographic Data to In-Plane Strain Data.
Results presented in Table I show good correlation between the gage and holographic
values even down at the low micro strain levels.

In conclusion, the strain data obtained from a double-exposure hologram made
of the test panel was in fair agreement with the data obtained from strain gages.
Determination of the principal strain axis was also in good agreement. The
experimental test did bring to light that if the holographic data is only taken
over a small increment of the total strain of interest, then assurances have to
be made that the smaller increment is an accurate representation of the larger.
This can be accomplished by making several holograms over the total increment
to determine the strain linearity. It should be noted that many of the problems

encountered with these experimental tests were related to attempts at making a
comparison between strain gage and holographic data and would not be a consideras
tion otherwise. Indeed, this reinforces the potential advantages of developing
a holographic strain visualization system.

Cylinder

In an effort to determine the effect that object curvature has upon the
holographic determination of in-plane strain, a thin-walled steel cylindrical
shell was experimentally evaluated. The cylinder, 40 cm high by 30 cm in diameter,
had a wall thickness of 0.1 cm and was closed off at each end by thin steel
panels. The cylindrical object was chosen because it approximates the structure
of some typical aircraft components; the wall thickness of the cylinder could be
chosen so that the ratio of in-plane to out-of-plane displacement is such that
it is possible to better match the sensitivity of strain gages to that of holo.
graphic interferometry; and it allows testing of the more general theory for
obtaining in-plane strain from holographic data with a minimum of complication
added to the data reduction procedures.

In order to introduce high local strains in this cylindrical structure,
various shapes were cut out of its surface; squares, circles, and slits cut at
various angles to the axis of the cylinder. The introduction of non-uniformities
in the strain field made it possible to compare the relative values between the
various gages to the values obtained holographically. Preliminary double-
exposure holograms were made of the cylinder before and after it was loaded
uniformly with a force of 100 Kgf along the symmetry axis. From the resulting
reconstructions, suitable locations for nine rectangular rosette strain gages were
determined.
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It was found, however, after the strain gages were cemented in place, that
forces in excess of 400 Kgf applied along the symmetry axis of the cylinder were
required before any of the strain .gage readings were sufficiently large to be
considered reproducible. In order to increase the surface strain (for reproducible
gage readings), an eccentric load parallel to the symmetry axis was applied in

P place of the axial load first tried.

For the purpose of obtaining strain gage readings, a force of 60 Kgf over
half of the cylinder end wall was applied$ and for the holographic interferograms,

g 25% f•ull load ras applied for the first exposure and zero load for the other.
The strain field was thus nampled in the same manner as the strain field in the
simulated airframe test panel. In the case of the panel, however, a much
smaller increment, 2% of full load, was sampled.

A photograph of the resulting interferogram from a typical test is presented

in Fig. 34. Also shown are the positions of the nine strain gages which are both

near and distant from the surface cutouts. Using measured values for the angle
between the surface normal and the line of sight, a, and the values for the fringe
spacing obtained from this holographic interferogram, the principal strain, CH

(Eq. 10) was calculated. Also, the principal strain direction, OH, was found
from this interferogram. 'Mie data obtained from the gage rosettes were reduced

to find the principal strain, CG, and principal strain angle, *G" As in the case
of the simulated airframe panel the two sets of data ve.re then adjusted so that
the mean value of the ratios between gage end holographic data was unity. The
relative strain values along with the angle a (angle describing surface curvature
effects), are presented in Table II and are listed in descending strain magnitude
as determined by the gage readings. In addition, the ratios between the holo-
graphic and gage values are presented on the far right of the table.

As can be seen in Table II, the holographic strain values were calculated
at angular positions (a) from 50 up to 500. The resulting values are in good
agreement with those obtained from the gages even at the lower strain levels and
at angles slightly greater than 450 (the maximum viewing angle established by
theoretical considerations). The mean value of the ratio data is of course 1,
and the standard deviation is .49. (This is approximately the same standard
deviation found for the simulated aircraft panel.) Comparing this with reduced
data that were obtained without accounting for surface curvature change, the
stsendard deviation was .56. Thus, the corrected data shows an improvement over
the data which is obtained without regard to viewing direction and surface
curvature.
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TABLE II

Comparison of Strain Gage and
Holographic Interferometry Measurements

(Cylinder)

Gage Holographic-Interferometry Ratio
Posit4ion Strain Gage K3asurements Measurements _G/__H

Principal Principal Surface Principal Principal
Strain Strain Angle Angle Strain Strain Angle

_________ *G(0) ONi0 I cnIj(U0 WO

4 46.0 91.4 48 54.6 0 1.19
1 35.4 83.6 34 38.0 120 1.07
7 27.0 77.0 5 27.1 40 1.01
5 22.6 115.1 45 9.6 110' .43
8 22.1 93.6 43 21.0 40 .95
2 21.5 77.1 10 3.9 80 .18
6 19.2 107.1 50 18.7 60 .97
3 16.0 45.0 38 19.7 170 1.23
9 9.2 99.2 25 17.8 40 1.93

The correlation between the principal strain angle determined from the
holographic interferogram and the value obtained from the strain gages is not in
very good agreement. The points of large disagreement occur in both the high and
low strained areas.

Thus, it has been demonstrated that in-plane strain can be determined for
curved surfaces, provided that consideration of the angle between the viewing
direction and surface normal are taken into account. Although an absolute one.to'.
one correlation is not obtained in these experiments (nor were they for the
experiments involving the simulated aircraft panel), the general trend of the in.!.
plane strain values is established.

It should 'urther be noted that in experiments involving both the cylinder
and simulated aircraft panel, the stress loads were applied so that relatively
large components of the force were tangential to the surface. This was purposely
done to evaluate the effect of such forces on holographically obtained strain data.
The results indicate that the application of such forces do not seem to signifi-
cantly affect the relative values obtained from the holograms.
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SECTION Vr

SPECIFIC PROBLEM INVETIGATIONS
NDT OF COMPOSITE COMPRESSOR BLADES

INTRODUCTICN

One of the major areas of study under the Contract ii a laboratory investiga-

tion of various holographic nondestructive testing (HNDT) procedures as applied
to composite compressor blades, cooling passage alignment and weak adhesive
interface bonds. In accordance with the program schedule, as presented
previously (Fig. 2), the first year's work in this area was coacerned with
composite compressor blades. Laboratory feasibility studies were conducted to
evaluate the applicability of holography for the inspection of boron-polyimide,
graphite-polyi.mide, and Borsic(R)/aluminum fan blades. The use of such composite

materials has been under intensive investigation over the past few years with the
ever increasing need for high strength, lightweight materials for both engine and
airframe components in advanced aircraft.

One specific dpplication being considered for composites is in the compressor
stages of gas turbine engines where relatively large airfoils are utilized. One
example is Borsic(R)/aluminum fan blades which solve some vibrational problems

reinforcement allowing elimination of partspan shrouds. Thus efficiency

increases on the order of one percent (Ref. 19) are possible, a significant step
at this stage in compressor development. Of additional significance is the 40%
weight saving over titanium blades. However, in this type of application the
dirfoil undergoes tremendous stress loads; and if manufacturing defects are
present, complete failure of a compressor blade is possible. It is therefore
essential that an effective nondestructive testing procedure be developed for the
inspection of these composite airfoils. B.,cause of their complex nature, HNDT
would seem to be particularly applicable to this type of structure.

In general, these structures are usually fabricated entirely of fiber
reinforced resin material (boron or graphite-polyimide) or metal bonded fibers
(Borsic(R)-aluminum) and only contain a slight amount of noncomposite material

(usually some metal is present at the base of the foil); typical examples are
presented in Fig. 35 showing both a boron-polyinide airfoil and a Borsic(R)-
aluminum fan blade. Except for the composite material used, the construction of
the foils is similar; vertical unilateral fibers forming a core with 450 fiber
cross plies bonded to this to form the outer shell, The root material is then
usually added to the foil after fabrication. The particular types of flaws
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encountered in manufacturing are disbonds between successive cross-plies, between

the core and the 450 plies, between the foreign object damage (FOD) shield and

the composite, and between the fibers and the root material, the latter being

the most difficult to detect because of the thickness and complexity of the fir

tree type of root.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In the present investigations, time-average interferometric holography was

employed to record the surface of the test object as it was physically deformed

by excitation with ultrasonic standing waves. In this manner, it is possible

to detect any defect or disbond within the object which manifests itself as an

anomaly, or disturbance, in an otherwise regular interferometric fringe pattern
characteristic of the surface deformation to be expected from the applied ultra-

sonic excitation. Application of ultrasonic stressing systems for the inspection

of composite compressor blades can be accomplished by electrically driving a

piezoelectric transducer which has been bonded to the surface of the test piece.
The electrically induced transducer deformation causes flexural displacements due

to the restraining force of the bond and in this way, a resonant plate mode can

be established in the sample with a proper choice of driving frequency. Additional

transducers can be used as sensors to aid in establishing plate resonances.

This method of excitation has the advantage of having a nearly unlimited range
of frequencies; from a few 100 Hz to several 100 KHz.

Another approach, and one which greatly facilitates the experimental procedure

by eliminating the bonding process, is to mechanically couple a transducer to

the test piece through a solid exponential horn (acoustic transformerl. The
horn consists of an aluminum exponential cylinder (radius of the cylinder
decreases exponentially from end to end) with a piezoelectric transducer mounted

on the larger diameter end. The smaller diameter end is pressed against the test

piece and the transducer driven at resonance to couple a large amount of acoustic
energy into the sample. A complete assembly, designed for operation at 50 KHz,

in an operating configuration is shown in Fig. 36. In addition to being easier

to use, thereby making it a practical method for implementation of HNIfi, this
type of drive can provide much larger amplitude vibrations; peak displa iements of
approximately 10 microns have been obtained at the horn output.

Several airfoils, fabricated by the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division, have

been examined, using ultrasonic excitation with the exponential horn drive and

time-average holography, for flaws in both the as-manufactured condition and
after fatigue cycling. For proper interpretation of the holographic reconstruc..

tions, it is necessary to holographically record both sides of the blade

simultaneously. This assures that the ultrasonic driving frequency and amplitude

is identical for both holograms, and in addition, facilitates the experimental
procedure by shortening the test time. This is done by employing two holographic

plates, one for viewing each side of the blade, as shown in the experimental
arrangement of Fig. 36.
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r.

Th•e reasonably compact size (4 x 49) and symmetrical nature are apparent
in the figure. An incoming laser beam is first split into two beams (one for each
hologram), each of which is subsequently split again into a reference and obiect
beam as shown in the schematic diagram. In general, more than one view was
recorded of each side to assure complete coverage of the airfoil surface. When
this procedure was used, the lower reconstruction covered all or almost all of
the blade surface. In addition, a close-up of the tip area, which is sometimes
obscured by the transducer in the lower picture, was recorded, While the driving
frequency, an. thus resonant plate mode pattern, may be slightly different for

each pair of reconstructions, the important consideration is that both sides in
each pair are recorded simultaneously, permitting the comparison which allows
pattern differences, and thus flaws, to be detected.

The major portion of the work to be described in the following section was
performed with cw He-Ne laser systems. However, the most recent studies,
concluding this phase of the inves-igation, were, conducted with pulsed laser
systems in order to demonstrate their applicability to t.me-average holography
which is necessary for effecting this type of NDT.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS i

Boron and Graphite Polyimide Airfoils

When using the experimental procedure described in the prevtous section,
two vibrational characteristics, as recorded holographically, indicate lamination
defects in this type of structure.

First, a clearly smaller well defined mode size, with a larger amplitude,

area. Further, the nonexistence of this mode on the other side of the blade

shows that the unbonded area is closer to the surface on which the mode is visible.
An example of this type of flaw is visible in the reconstruction shown in Fig. 3T.
This blade was studied before instituting the double holographic plate procedure
and thus only one side, exhibiting disbonding between the FOD shield and the
airfoil surface, is reproduced here. The flawed area indicated below the FOD
shield vas probably caused by the removal of an earlier, and longer, protective

SI strip. This blade, as well as those to be described subsequently, was also
examined with more conventional ultrasonic NDT procedures, and the results are
presented in Fig. 38. The test consisted of manually probing the blade and noting
the areas of signal loss on a schematic diagram. Further consideration of the
differences and/or similarities between the holographic tLld ultrasonic results
are discussed in a later section entitled Correlation Studies.

The second type of vibrational characteristic indicating a structural anomaly
is seen in the reconstructions of Fig. 39. In this instance, the defect exists
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in the area denoted by the lighter cross hatched area in the accompanying schematics.
The vibrational characteristic of interest lies in the fact that the overall mode
"pattern itself, not the size and amplitude of individual adjacent modes, is
different for the two sides of the blade. This indicates a probable deterioration
of the adhesive within the blade, without a complete disbond. Also seen in Fig.
39 are several flaws detected by the first type of vibrational characteristic;
these are indicated by the blackened areas on the schematic. They are particularly
apparent near the tip of the blade, both under and overlapping the FOD shield.
In this particular instance, the delaminations observed were apparently the
result of ice ball impact damage during blade testing conducted after fatigue
cycling. Results of the ultrasonic examination of this blade are presented in

f Fig. 40.

A second example of FOD shield disbonding is presented in Fig. 41; again,

the bad areas are indicated on the accompanying schematic. A third, less
obvious type of vibrational characteristic which might suggest a possible bonding
defect within the blade or a weakening of the bond under the FOD shield is also
exhibited in this figure. This particular anomaly, while much more subtle than
either the well defined higher amplitude mode patterns (indicated in black on
the schematic of Fig. 39) or the different mode patterns for the two sides of the
blade (presented in Fig. 39), manifests itself as a distinct difference in
vibrational amplitude between the two sides of the blade. The area exhibiting
this phenomenon is indicated by the shaded area in the schematic. Though not
observed during the holographic testing, the reconstructions of Fig. 41 were
re-examined following ultrasonic examination .hich indicated regions of signal
loss in this area. During the re-examination the differences in amplitude
between the two sides, as can be seen in Fig. 41, were clearly evident. The
results of the ultrasonic examination of this blade are presented schematically
in Fig. 42. Of further interst in Fig. 41 is the excellent correspondence in
the mode patterns, both position and amplitude, for the two sides of the blade,
indicating good bond quality, over the remaining surface.

In Fig. 43 the holographic reconstructions from a good blade are presented.
The striking feature in this case is the exact one-to-one correspondence of the
mode patterns over the entire surface for both sides of the blade, verifying
that it is vibrating as a structural entity, and that apparently no flaws are
present. As with the preceding blade, the ultrasonic examination, shown in Fig,
44, indicated one area of signal loss not immediately obvious in the holographic
tests; some discussion of this point is presented in the section on Correlation
Studies.

Borsei (R )-Aluminum Fan Blades

Three examples of flaws, as detected in Borsic(RI-aluminum fan blades, using

ultrasonic stressing are presented in Fig. 45. In one of the blades (holographic
reconstruction in Fig. 45a) a very distinct vibrational point (the dark circular
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spot), which is indicative of a surface vibratory motion, was observed on the root
when it was subjected to a driving frequency of 273 KHz. (These Borsic(R)-
aluminum blades were excited with bonded transducers, rather than the exponential
horn drive used in the polyimide airfoil studies.) This particular anomaly was
not in evidence at any other point on either side of the root at any other
frequency or drive amplitude. Thus, it suggests the presence of an internal flaw

* or disbond at this location. The reconstructions in Figs. 45b and c indicate
similar anomalies along the tips of two Borsic(R)-aluminum blades identified at
89.6 KHz and 225 KHz respectively. In the latter case, two anomalies are present;
one denoting a disbond under the leading edge protective strip, and the other
identifying a defect nearer the trailing edge.

One of the more significant resulcs obtained during this portion of the
first year's contract effort concerned with HNDT of composite compressor blades

* is presented in Fig. 46. The pictures shown were reconstructed from pulsed laser
o* holographic recordings of a Borsic(R)-aluminum fan blade being vibrationally

excited at approximately 50 and 100 KHz. The results clearly demonstrate the
applicability of pulsed laser methods to time-average holographic study of
vibrating systems, a technique which has just been shown to offer considerable
promise in the nondestructive inspection of composite structures. As briefly
described earlier in the present report, open lasing (non Q-switchedl of a pulsed
laser provides an effective pulse duration on the order of several milliseconds,
sufficiently long to record time-average holograms of an object excited in the
Kilohertz frequency range. However, the pulse is short enough to effectively
isolate objects which are moving due to environmental vibrations whose frequencies
are less than 100 Hz. Consequently it is possible to perform the HNDT work as
described in this section of the report without the degree of sophistication
required in the vibration isolation systems associated with cv holography.

As seen in Fig. 46 the vibrational moee pstterns for both sides of the blade
appear identical at excitation frequencies of 51 KHz and 96 KH-. The results
suggest, therefore, that the blade contains no internal defscts or delaminations.
The work was included to illustrate the adaptability of pulsed laser holography
to the time-average process, which is necessary for this type of HNDT.

Correlation Studies

For the cases (polyimide blades) where correlation studies of the above
results have been made with ultrasonic NDT procedures, good agreement has, in
general, been observed. In the 3rd and 4th examples (Figs. 41, 42, and 43, 44),
however, re-examination of the holographic reconstructions was required to obtain
complete agreement with the ultrasonic tests. In another case (lst example, Figs.
37 and 38) the holographic data did not indicate the FOD shield disbonding to be
as extensive as the ultrasonic evaluation did, and in the second example (Figs.
39 and 40), as well as the 3rd, the holographic data indicated small additional
areas not observed ultrasonically.
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Of the two cases requiri• g re-examination, one (Figs. hi and 42) was
discussed,,previously. It should be added, however, that the ultrasonic evaluation
did not suggest aW difference in the type of defects identified at the, tip and
further down the FOD shield. Indeed, it was not established whether structural
differences did exist within the blade which might account for the distinct
differenceAin holographic response. However, the BIU results certafnt suggest
two different phenomena; a distinct vibrational mode pattern difference betw-en
the two sides (blackened areas) suggesting total delamination, and a slight
difference'in vibrational aqplitude between the two sides (shaded areas)
suggesting "-much lesser degree of internal defects.

In the second case (Figs. 43 and 44) requiring re-examination of the holo.
graphic reconstructions to realize complete correlation with the ultrasonic
evaluation, the difference between the mode patterns for the two sides was quite
subtle. In, the same area identified in one type of ulttasonic test (passing the
blade between two wheels) as a region of signal loss, a slight difference is
observable In the holographic results; it is manifested as a separation, on the
pressure side, of the "loop" from the three "looped' antinode seen on the suction
side. In another type of ultrasonic test (introducing the source energ through
a wedge shaped coupler) this area was Lot identified as a flawed region. IM
substance, therefore, the ultrasonic and holographic tests appear to provide the
same conclusion; if indeed a defect is present, it is probably one of relatively
little significance.
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SECTION VII

CONCWSIONS AND RECONUMDUTIONS

Based on the theoretical and experimental investigations discussed in the
four major preceding sections of the present report, the following conclusions
can be drawn.

PHYSICAL ENVIROHMT EFFECTS

1. Study of the deleterious effects of extraneous lighting demonstrated
that good quality interferometric holograms can be constructed in areas which
contain high levels of ambient illumination, without filtering, provided that the
exposure time can be controlled. For example, the tests conducted with 200 foot-
candles measured at the photographic plate indicate this to be the limit for a
75 millisec exposure. However, extrapolation suggests that holographic exposures
can be constructed with the object in direct sunlight (average subject produces
600 foot-candles on reflection) by reducing the exposure time to approximately 25
milliseconds. This exposure time is possible with the present shutter assembly by
reducing the size of the curtain opening. The results further indicate that
there is considerable lati.tude in the construction parameters within which the
quality of the reconstructed objects does not degrade. For example, it is
desirable to maintain the reference-to-object beam intensity ratio greater than
unity, but the results appear comparable for ratios which range from 30:1 to 2:1.
In addition, it is evident that in constructing double.pulse interferometric
holograms, it is not necessary that the two pulse amplitudes be precisely matched
to optimize the reconstructed fringe contrast.

2. The results obtained in the Fatigue Test Laboratory demonstrated that
holograms could be construtcted in areas of high vibrational fields with pulse
separations as long as 100 microseconds. For this case, the displacements which
occur at 1 KHz were not large enough to cause image degradation. The displace.
ments at 1 KHz would have to approach approximately 0.04 microns before subsidiary
fringes related to optical component shift would be detected.

3. Preliminary investigations carried out to examine the effects of small
(< l0) particles upon holographic image quality showed that smoke concentrations
far in excess of the Industrial Hygienist's threshold limit value for oil vapors,
did not preclude the construction of holograms, although there was a noticeable
loss in both resolution and contrast.
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SURFACE FINISH WFECTS

From the various surface sizes (up to 16 sq ft) and finishes (v• p in to
- 2000 i in) which were exazined in these studies, the following resulhs can be

stated:

1. Interferomtric holograms of surfaces vith a rou'bness of less than 4
in (a very high polish) have been easily recorded.

2. The intensity of the radiation scattered from a surface is highly peaked
in the specular direction. This will tend to limit the area coverage oc smooth
surfaces. The present tests hiave demonstrated the capability of recording a 4 foot
square object, with a surface roughness of 8 p in with an 8 foot separation
between object and hologram.

3. Specular reflections are enhanced perpendicular to the surface finish
direction. Thus, interferometric fringe information may be lost or degraded (a
slight narrowing of the fringes) in areas of very intense specular reflection
(usualy' a single narrow line).

Interferometric fringe contrast decreases as the recorded intensity
decreases.

5. Holographic interferometric quality is independent of the laser bean
expansion element (simple lens system or diffuser plate1, except in cases where

the raw laser beam ha an uneven intensity distribution; in this event diffuser
plates are preferred.

6. To obtain the maximum recorded area in a holographic interferogram, the
specular point should be centered about the surface area of interest and in the
case of no ambient illuminatioa, the reference beam adjusted to yield a hologram
with a N.D. of approximately 0.6

T. The degree of surface roughness up to 1000 p in does not significantly
affect interitrometric fringe location.

8. Retro-reflective surface prepaxations may afford an enormous increase in
allowable area coverage for a given laser system. On the basis of this rreliminary

finding it is recomnended that the effect of such retro-reflective coatings on the
rolling direction line effect be studied; and that other properties of the material

be explored for applicability to aircraft hardware.

MAXIMUM STRAIN & STRAIN PATTERNS

The thecretical work, supported by experimental measurement, established that
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holographic int•e t" is a viable technique for visualizing strain patterns
and areas of mxim= strain concentrations on large structures. The results
shoved that both:

1. Good correlation exists between the principal strain fields on thin
structures as sampled by conventional strain gages, and as determined by i'ologahy.

2. The effects of surface geometry and rigid body motion on the inter-
"ferometric fringe data reduction procedures will not adversely influence the
determination of high strain areas or relative strain magnitude.

Further, the experience gained in performing these studies has led to the
* fobwing recomendations applicable to on-site measurement of strain by holo-
g.viphic interferometry:

1. The object-illumination source should be placed next to the holographic
plate.

2. The hologram-to-obJect distance should be greater than 1 meter.

3. The angle between the surface normal and the viewing direction should be
less than ±1450.

1. Preliminary double-exposure holograms of the object in the unstressed
state should be taken to determine the effect that environmental influences will
have on the strain field.

5. For comparattive purposes, two or three holograms should be taken at small
equal increments of strain in order to check linearity of the flexure field with
respect to strain.

6. Surface curvature effects should be taken into account for surfaces

where the normal varies over t200 with respect to the viewing direction.

NT-COMPOSITE COMPRESSOR BLADES

Considering the relatively recent emergence cf holography, as compared with
ultrasonic techniques, for the performance of nondestructive testing, it can be
con.:luded that the method will offer a viable technique for the inspection of
various components. Certainly, when considering a specific part, further work
is necessary to bui]dup a backlog of experimental evidence which will aid in the
interpretation of holographic data and recognition of specific defects. However,
with regard to composite fan blades, it has been shown that:
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""-1. 2e use of interferouetric holographic techniques In combination vfth
ultrasonic excitation me= offer one of the most inclusive test methods for the
detection and characterization of bond defects.

2. It appears that this approach can define the area of delaadnation,
determine which surface it is nearer to, has the potential to determine the
degree of disbonding, and is applicable to complex surface geometries as illus..
trated by the blade root studies described.

Si 3. The use of a nonbonded exponential horn transducer drive configuration
for Introdwing acoustic energ into a test object and the use of pulsed laser

techniques for recording the data illustrate one potential method for implement-
ing 'MDT in a production or maintenance type of environment.

14. The relatively low frequency range (up to a few hundred kilohertz) that
this combination of ultrasonics and holography affords as opposed to the megahertz
operating frequency range of more conventional ultrasonic inspection precedures
both contributes to its demonstrated effectiveness and offers the following
important advantages: a) the effects of grain scattering, acoustic attenuation
and surface roughness on resolution capabiUlty are much less severe; b) the

inspection of much larger areas at one time is possible, thereby easing the
material handling problem; and c) the techniques of transducer coupling are
generally less elaborate, which should increase system reliability.
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APPENDIX A

ABSTRACT - STRAIN ANALYSIS OF LARGE AIRFRAME STRUCTURES

A paper on the above topic was preuented to the Spring Meeting of the Optical
Society of America in New York City on 13 April, 1972. The following abstract
appeared in the Journal of the Optical Society of America, Vol. 62, 1972, p. 738.

ThC13. Strain Analysis of Large Airframe Structures*
F. Michael and J. P. Waters

A study has been made to anticipate and resolve the problems expected in
performing pulse.laser holographic strain analysis on large aircraft structures
in realistic environments. Toward this end, holographic and strain-k-gauge measure-
ments were simultaneouslyv recorded on structures simulating airframe surfaces.
The static-strain fields were generated in a stressing frame by applying stress
from a variety of directions. The values of strain obtained from the gauges
were then compared with the holographic-interferometry data. In addition, the
paper will consider holographic-interferometric theory as applied tc large three-
dimensional structures and a study of the relevant parameters, including

S holographic-layout geometry, plus object orientation and curvature for recording
holograms of such structures. Also considered are a study of simple translation"
al and rotational motion for various object geometries that may produce spurious
strain data; procedures for obtaining data under adverse conditions, anid a
procedure for data reduction and computation of spatially resolved maximum-strain
fields.

4 "Supported in part by Air Force Materials Laboratory, Wright-t.Patterson AFB,

Ohio 45433.
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APPENDIX B

OBJEC M)TOR COMNPENSATEION Br SPECKLE
BERUCE& BEAN HLOGRAPHYf

A new technique which considerably lessens the stringent vibration isolation
Srequtlrmt associated with conventional ev holograpby has been developed and

recently reported in Alied Optics. Referred to as speckle reference beam
holograoh, the nethod vas conceived and demonstrated as part of United Aircraft
Reseac Laboratories Cozp.orate sponsored research program. Nevertheless, it
is mot apropos to the present contract work since it offers a viable technique
for applying the cv holographic process in a practical environment, away from
'the msive stable tables of an Optics Laboratory and, as such, serves to
c •plement the use of pulsed laser holographic techniques in these situations.

The method involves focusing a portion of the laser illuminating beam to a
spot on the object, which then serves as the reference beam for recording a
hologram of the object. Thus, object motion affects both reference and object
been suil-lrly, and therefore does not, per se, preclude a successful recording.
The technique has all the characteristics of conventional cv holography , though
in its present state of development, it is somewhat restricted in area coverage
thereby limiting the allowable size object which can be recorded. However, in
addition 'to the reduction of vibration isolation requirements, speckle reference
bean holograpiy offers the following featuresi Wal several holograms of the same
scene, with tifferent viewing directions, can be recorded simultaneously; (bi
vibration requirements on the holographic plate are similar to conventional
photograpby; (c) relative phase between two points on a vibrating surface can be
determined; and (d) it can be used to eliminate residual fringes between
recordings of pulsed holographic interferograms.

A portable speckle reference beam holographic camera has been fabricated,
and its use demonstrated in the Materials Laboratory of UARL by recording interv.
ferometric holograms of an aluminum tensile specimen being stressed in a Tenius
Olsen Universal Testing Machine. A typical result from these studies is presented
in Fig. B1 along with a photograph of the experimental test configuration. (The
latter figure depicts the tripod-mounted holocamera resting on both a desk and
the testing machine itself.) The laser beam was directed toward the upper portion
of the tensile test specimen and a static double-exposure (one at each of two
different states of stress) interferometric hologram, requiring several seconds
of exposure, was recorded. The reconstruction indicates a much stronger vertical
fringe system then would normally be expected for such a test, together with
some shifting of the fringe pattern toward the stress concentration points. The
former effect (vertical fringes) was 3ubsequently found to be caused by a slight
twisting of the specimen as a result of the clamping jaw arrangement. The results,
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however, clearly demonstrate the capabilities of the technique for long exposure

cv holography without the need for vibration isolated mounting systems.

Because of the significant relevance of speckle reference beam holography to

one of the prime objectives - "determine the feasibility of using holographic

interferometry in manufacturing or maintenance environments" - of the current
contract, a description of the method and its applications are presented below.

The work originally appeared in Applied O•ptics, Vol. 31, 1972, p. 630.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the advent of cv holography 1, vibration isolation requirements have

essentially limited its use to a laboratory type environment; this has promoted

skepticism on the part of potential users as to its eventual role in a practical
environment. Although the introduction of pulsed holography 3 has done much to

eliminate these objections, the additional technology required and the expense

associated with it have detracted from its widespread acceptance.

The method described in this paper is primarily intended for lessening the

stringent vibration Isolation requirements associated with conventional cV
holography. The method does not require an electronic feedback servo system ",
scanning reeec em, attachment of mirrors7, or optical processing of the
reference beam before striking the hologram8 and has all the advantages :,f

conventional cw holography in that double-exposure, time-average, and real4time

holograms can be obtained of three-dimensional diffusely reflecting objects.

Following a description of speckle reference beam holography and its
application for lessening the stringent vibration isolation requirements of cw
holography, two additional applications will be described. These are the
determination of relative phase on the surface of vibrating objects and the

elimination of residual fringes associated with double-pulse holographic inter%.

ferometry.

2. SPECKLE REFERENCE BEAM HOLOGRAPHY

A speckle reference beam hologram is formed in a conventional manner; that

is, a coherent light source is divided Into two beams, one being used to illuminate
an object and the other being used as t reference beam. The light from the
diffusely reflected object interferes with the light from the reference beam on

a photographic plate to form the hologram. The difference arises in the type of

reference beam used in the construction of the hologram. Conventionally, the
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reference is formed by directly illuminating the hologram with a portion of the

coherent light via mirrors and appropriate expanding optics. In making a speckle

reference beam hologram, a portion of the coherent light source is focused to a

point on any diffuse surface (e.g., wood, paper, unpolished metal, etc.), and

the diffusely reflected radiation from the surface is used as the reference beam.

Presented in Fig. B2a is a schematic diagram showing a typical component arrange-

ment for making a speckle reference beam hologram.

In general, radiation reflected from a diffuse surfa6e forms a speckle

pattern (randomly oriented spots of light) which is characteristic of the surface

microstructure. As the scattering area is reduced by focusing, the randomly
oriented spots increase in size. Finally, if the focused spot can be made smaller
than the surface discontinuities, the speckle pattern disappears and the surface
behaves in a specular manner. Under these conditions, a conventional hologram
could be recorded using the light reflected from the focused spot as the reference
beam. However, a point source smaller than the discontinuities on a diffuse
surface is generally not obtainable due to the diffraction limits associated with
the optics. This would seem to rule out the use of a reference beam reflected
from a diffuse surface, because the phase characteristics of the reference beam
used in the construction process cannot be matched identically by the reconstruct-
ing beam, and image resolution should therefore be degraded.

However, recent experiments at UARL have demonstrated that a focused spot
with a diameter of approximately 0.2 mn Ca 2.mm laser beam brought to a focus
with a lens having a focal length of 25 cm) on a diffuse surface 13 sufficient
to approximate a specular point source when constructing a hologram. The

hologram can then be reconstructed using a readily available specular point source.
The attendant loss in resolution, as a result of using two unidentical point
oources in this manner, has been found to be minimal. Figure B2b is a photograph
of a holographic plate obtained using the diffusely reflected radiation from a
focused spot, 0.2 mm in diameter, on an unpolished metal surface. The character.
istic speckle pattern of the surface is clearly visible in the figure. Presented
in Fig. B2c is the photograph of the reconstructed image (Nat. Bur. Stand.
resolution chart) obtained from the hologram pictured in Fig. B2b. An angular
resolution better than 6.5 x 10-4 rad (determined from the smallest divisions on

the resolution chart) was obtained. (Even higher resolutions can be expected
using a smaller focused spot.) In the experiments to date, it has been found
that this resolution (6.5 x 10-4 rad) is more than adequate for general applica-
tions of holography such as nondestructive inspection, vibration analysis, and
strain analysis. The method is also applicable to all conventional forms of cw

holography (double-exposure, real-time, and time-average).

The speckle illumination which serves as the holographic reference beam has
a feature that a conventional reference beam does not have; the diffusely
reflected radiation subtends a solid angle of approximately 1800. This feature
makes it possible to record many holograms simultaneously from different viewing
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directions without additional optics to provide the required reference beam.
Compensation for different irradiance ratios betveen reference and object illmdna-

tion beam is not required since both have the sane angular scattering properties
and the irradiance of both decreases with distance 'in the same way. Ths feature
is particularly helpful in strain analysis where more than one viewing direction
is sometimes required to obtain the three displacement vectors of the surface.

3. ELIMINATION OF STRINGENT VIBRATION ISOLATION
REUIRMTS OF CV HLOGRAPH(

The primary application of speckle reference beam holograpby is in the
elimination of the stringent vibration isolation requirements associated with
conventional cv holography. This is e&complished by focusing a portion of the
laser illumination beam to a spot on the object, which then serves as the
reference beam for recording the object. Motion of the object will now be
compensated for by a change in the path-length of the reference beam. This is
similar to the technique of Corcoran et alT , where a mirror is attached to the
object so that the reference beam can be reflected from it. In this case, however,
mirrors are not required. This difference makes it possible to illuminate easily
the hologram with the reference beam without having to locate the expanding
optics near the object or attach mi:rrors that could influence the motion of the
object in holographic interferometry applications.

In making a hologram of this type (reference point on the object) the
reconstruction will contain two virtual images (orthoscopic and pseudoscopic)
centered symnetrically about the reference point. Therefore, care must be taken
to position the reference point to one side of the object illumination field, or
the two reconstructed images will overlap and degrade the image.

In practice, holograms of reasonable quality can be obtained of objects
over a limited illuminated area without special precautions as to illumination
beam divergence or angular acceptance of the holographic plate. Shown in Fig. B3
are two photographs of the reconstruction obtained from a hologram constructed
with the illumination optics, reference beam optics, and photographic film holder,
all located on a vibration isolation table, while the object (Nat. Bur. Stand.
resolution chart) was attached to a tripod resting on the laboratory floor.
(Prior to these experiments, holograms were not obtainable in this laboratory
without vibration isolation of the object.) As seen in the figure, one photograph
shows both the real image and the twin image, while the other is a closeup of
just the real image. These photographs show the extent in area over which the
reference beam is automatically compensating for the object morrment due to
random environmental vibrations. Direct measurements using t'erodyning techniques
showed that the maximum amplitude of the object motion was +4X, while the
frequency varied between 5 Hz and 30 Hz.
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To imrove the quality of the reconstructed Image and increase the area of
the object that can be recorded, special precautions are necessary. Referring

to Fig. A, the required precautions can be determined by noting that the phase
change, A6., introduced by random object notion at the focnsed reference spot, is

= 1A (Cos 0 - tanM0si amP + sec a)l (1)

where A is the wavelength of illuminating light, ao is the angle between the z

axis and the central ray of the incident reference beam, and 00 Is the angle

between the z axis and the direction to a point, H, on the hologram. This

distance between the object and hologram is considered to be such larger than the

random surface displacement. The phase change, A6 n, at a point on- the illuminated

portion of the object, is

" = Z (•- acs mn + cosB )d - A 5-f% .in Bna],

where an is the angle between the z axis and the incident illui' ation beam, and

On is the angle between the z axis and the direction to the point, H, on the

h9ologram. In this equatWion, the distance from the illumination point source,

S. is also considered to be much larger than the random displacement of the

surface. (A similar equation can be generated for the y,z plane. 1 Since the

phase change on the illuminated object is dependent or the interference between

identical displaced points while the phase change of rzte reference beam is due only

to a displacement of the focused spot, Eq. (1) and (2) are not of the same form.

As can be seen, Eq. (1) is completely independent of 0X, and therefore compensation

for a change in the AX direction cannot be effected with this technique. When

the two Z components of Eqs. (1) and (2) are equal, maximum object motion

compensation in this direction is achieved. One set of conditions for which the

two components are equal is when aO an = 0 and on =-0-o

The first condition ( ao0 = an 0 ) can be achieved by collimating the object
illumination beam and keeping the central ray of the focused reference beam

parallel to it. The second requirement C 8o - 1.') ý.s achieved by either recording

the object in the far field (lenbless Fourier transform holography9 ), or at the

focal plane of a lens positioned between the object and the hologram, In this

mnner, the rays that form the interference pattern at the position of the hologram

#.re essentially parallel when leaving the object, thus 0o u n . Figure B5 is a

schematic illustration of a holographic system that meets the above requirements.

The reconstructed image (orthoscopic) from a hologram made in a manner similar to

this is presented in Fig. BMa. The increase in image quality over that found

in Fig. B3 is apparent. This particular hologram was recorded approximately 50

cm from the object, a distance found to be sufficient for reasonable quality

holograms.
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These conditions, vhich produce equal phase change, are theoretically

applicable for flat objects only and will not be as effective when the norml to

the surface varies considerably, as in the case of objects having a couilIcated

geometry. However, our experiments have shown that considerable variation of the

surface normal can be tolerated with little degradtion to the image. An example

of a recorstruction showing a complicated surface is presented in Fig. B6b. The

unisolated object was a model ef the lunar landing craft and illustrates the

wide variety of angular surface orientation that can be automatically corrected

for by the speckle reference beam technique. The somewhat low quality of this

reconstructed image was found to 'e partially a result of slow thermal expansion,

which occurs if the focused reference spot dwells on a painted surface. This

effect was eliminated in future reconstructions by allowing the painted surface

at the focused reference spot to obtain equilibrium before making the hologram.

(A reconstruction of a hologram made in this fashion is presented in Fig. B9.1

As shown in Eq. (1), the random surface movement in a lateral direction
(perpendicular to the surface normall cannot be compensated for with this

Stechnique or any of the other techniques mentioned previously3- 8 . However, if
the object illumination is approximately normal to the surface and the recording
angle (On) is kept small. in general, the holographic quality is not degraded

as severely by this type of displacement (lateral) as it is by longitudinal

motion. From Eq. (2), the phase change due to a random displacement in the X

direction of magnitude ) where On = 100 Is 0.02 rad while the phase change
produced by a comparable movement in the Z direction is 0.1 rad, For this
particular system, there is a factor of 5 difference in the phase change between

*• a movement perpendicular to the surface and one parallel to the surface. This

type of motion becomes even less significant as the recording angle is decreased.

An additional type of random motion that is not compensated for by the
focused reference spot, and which will degrade or completely obliterate the
reconstructed holographic image, Is a change in the longitiAinal displacement
across the surface of the object (e.g., rotation about an axis parallel to the

surface). Experimentally, this type of random displacement has been found to

be small over a large portion of the object and can usually be minimized by a
judicious choice in the initial orientation of the object.

Vibration restrictions on the photographic plate during the holographic
exposure are no greater than those associated with conventional photography since

the hologram is recorded either in a lensless Fourier transform configuration9

or in a conventional Fourier transform configuration. Limitations on the

remainder of the system, namely, the optics used for handling the two beams

prior to illumination of the object, can be minimized by rigidly mounting the
optical elements in relation to each other. (This is not particularly difficult
since these elements can be made fairly compact.)
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To demonstrate the applicability of speckle reference beam holography in
an unisolated vibration environment, the holographic camera shown in Fig. B7
was constructed. The camera consisted of a 5-mW, 6328 1 laser, collimation
optics to produce an illumInation beam 10 cm in diameter, and J/I0 optics for
focusing the reference beam to a point on the object. The various optical
components were mounted on a 2.5-cm thick piece of aluminum as shown in Fig. BTa.
A thin aluminum cover was then placed over the optics to prevent air currents

_7 from affecting the system, and the entire system was mounted on a conventional
photographic tripod as shown in Fig. BTb. Representative photographs of the
reconstructions from holograms made with the camera are shown in Fig. B8,
Figure B8a is a reconstructed image of an Nat. Bur. Stand. resolution chart
which was mounted on the laboratory wall, (Little difference between t!iis
reconstructed image and the one presented in. Fig. B6, made with the -.ptics on
the isolation table, can be noted.) A photograph of a reconstructed three.
dimensional image, ordinary laboratory clamp resting on a table, is "resented in
Fig. B8b, and a time-average reconstruction of a vibrating speaker cone is
presented in Fig. B8c, the latter demonstrating the capability of the system to
record time-average holographic interferograms of unisolated objects.

4. DETEMNING PHASE OF VIBRATING OBJECTS

Using a modulated reference beam and time,-average holographic interferometry
(reel-time holographic interferometry is equally applicable1 Neumann et al.lO
have shown that phase differences between different points on a vibrating object
can be determined. This is effectively done by modulating the reference beam

• I using a vibrating mirror while recording the hologram. The reconstructed image
will then exhibit a 3hift in the irradiance of the various reconstructed inter.
ferometric fringes. With a stationary reference beam, the irradiance character.
istically has its maximum value on those portions of the object that have no
motion, while the succeeding maxima exhibit a lower irradiance value as the
vibratory amplitude increases. By modulating the reference beam, these points
on the object that have the same vibratory amplitude and phase as the reference
beam will now be of maximum intensity, and in this manner, a phase determination
can be made.

This same type of information can be obtained using speckle reference beam
holography. This is accomplished by positioning the focused reference spot on
that portion of the vibrating object where the phase, in relation to the
remainder of the object, is to be determined. Upon making a timewaverage
interferometric hologram of the vibrating obj ect, the brightest areas (nodal
regions in conventional time-average holographic interferometry) on the reconstruct..
ed image surface are those that have the same phase and amplitude as that portion
of the object upon which the reference spot is focused. An example of this type
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(b) (c)

FIGURE B8. RECONSTRUCTIONS OF HOLOGRAMS RECORDED WITH THE SPECKLE
REFERENCE BEAM TRIPOD-MOUNTED HOLOGRAPHIC CAMERA
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of application is presented in Fig. B9, showing three photographs from holographic

reconstructions made of a speaker cone vibrating with a frequency of 2680 Hz.

In the photograph of Fig. B9a, the focused reference spot was positioned on the

frame of the speaker cone. Thus, the maxiu intensity areas are nodal points.

This hologram served to locate the position of the reference spot for the succeed-

ing two holograms which were reconstructed and are presented in Figs. B9b and c.

For the reconstruction shown in b, the reference spot was focused on a node located

near the rim of the cone, and for the one in c, the reference spot was focused
on an adjacent antinode. By recording the holograms in this manner, the

reference spot was located at a different point in the vibrator•, cycle for each,
but the same approximate area of the cone was recorded for easy comparison. Since
the reference spot was located within the area illuminated by the object beam

* in the latter two recordings, a small portion of the object near the point source

had to be occluded to prevent the twin image from degrading the reconstruction.
In comparing Figs. B9b and c, it can be seen that the maximum intensity areas

have shifted from points of no motion on the speaker cone to points that had

formally been areas where motion had occurred. This is particularly noticeable
near the rim of the cone. (The driving voltage applied to the speaker cone was

identical for both of these holographic exposures.] The advantage of this method

for determining phase is that it does not require expensive piezoelectric mirror

drives or the control electronics associated with them. A disadvantage is that
the entire image cannot be viewed at one time when relative phase is being
evaluated. If the entire image were reconstructed, the twin image would overlap

and degrade the reconstruction.

5. ELIMINATION OF RESIDUAL FRI3GES IN
PULSED INTERFEROGRAMS

In many applications of pulsed holographic interferometry, a relatively

long period may elapse between the two holographic exposures that make up the

pulsed interferogram. As a result of environmental vibration, movement of the
entire object can occur between the exposures, and residual fringes having no

relationship to the motion of interest appear in the holographic reconstruction.

Elimination of these fringes can be accomplished using speckle reference beam
holography by positioning the focused spot on the object. Any movement between

exposures will now be automatically compensated for by the reference beam in a

manner similar to thut described previously for the cw case. However, care must
be taken in this type of application to keep the reference beam power low enough
to prevent air breakdown or the evaporation of surface material at the focused

spot, which will result in a loss of coherence between the reference beam and

object illumination beam.
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